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1
Introduction
The Brownian particle, named after the Scottish botanist Robert Brown, diffuses freely
in the host medium and the root mean square distance traveled by it, subjected to random collisions, is proportional to the square root of time [1, 2]. The diffusion coefficient
is proportional to thermal noise which is present in the surrounding fluid of the Brownian
particle. This theory of Brownian motion based on the molecular-kinetic theory of heat
was proposed by Albert Einstein [1, 2] in 1905. Around the same time, other theoretical
proposals made by William Sutherland [3], Marian Smoluchowski [4], and Paul Langevin
[5] with different approaches confirmed the same relation. After a couple of years an
experimental confirmation was made by Jean Perrin [6]. In the theoretical description
of the Brownian motion, the particles are free and do not experience any geometrical
constraints during their movements. If we consider a Brownian particle which is moving
in a potential energy landscape or in a confined geometry where the geometrical confinements may regulate or control the diffusion process, then diffusion may vary significantly
from the free case, bulk diffusion. Depending on the conditions imposed, the diffusion
coefficient can be larger or smaller than the bulk diffusion coefficient.
Brownian particles, when moving in a confined geometry, instead of diffusing freely
in the host liquid phase, undergo a constrained motion, where their kinetic behavior
could exhibit peculiar behavior. This feature of constrained motion is ubiquitous in ion
channels, nanopores, zeolites, and generally for processes occurring at sub-cellular level
[7–28]. The uneven shape of these structures regulates the transport of particles yielding
important effects exhibiting peculiar properties [23–28]. The results have implications in
processes such as catalysis, osmosis and particle separation [7–12, 14, 16–19], and on the
noise-induced transport in periodic potential landscapes that lack reflection symmetry,
such as ratchet systems [29–37].
The understanding of the novel properties of these confined geometries, zeolites, biological channels, nanoporous materials, and microfluidic devices, as well as the transport
behavior of species in these systems is of primary importance. In recent decades, there
has been an increasing interest in using these fascinating systems for chemical processing,
separation techniques, petrochemical cracking, ion-exchange, detergents, and catalysis
process [7–19, 38, 39]. In the following, we address a few of these systems and their
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Structure

Molecular sieve

Figure 1.1: The formation and structure of a molecular sieve.

applications in various fields.
Zeolites
Zeolites are nanoporous crystalline solids with well-defined structures [8–10, 34]. They
naturally occur as minerals and can be synthesized commercially, for specific uses. More
than 150 zeolite types have been synthesized and 48 naturally occurring zeolites are
known. In general, zeolites consist of silicon, aluminum and oxygen in their framework
and of cations, water and/or other molecules within their pore structure [8–10]. They
often also referred as molecular sieves. In these structures, silicon forms tetrahedra
subunits with oxygen. These small subunits will form a cavity (cage) and finally, in a
bulk, they form long structures with small openings or, in other words, vacant spaces
(see Fig. 1.1) 1 . The vacant spaces are interconnected and form long wide channels of
varying sizes depending on the mineral. These long channels allow for the easy movement of resident ions and molecules into and out of the structure. Sometimes these tiny
openings can trap molecules which are passing through them. Therefore, these materials could lead to new technologies with regard to energy storage and nanodevices [39–43].

Catalysis and Ion exchange
Since cations are free to migrate in and out of zeolite structures, zeolites are often used
for catalysis processes (see top panel in Fig. 1.2) 2 which take place in the internal cavities [39–43]. During the catalysis process, there will be an exchange of ions between the
molecules of the cavity walls and the foreign molecules. An important catalysis reaction
is hydrogen exchange. Therefore, during a chemical reaction the pH level could increase
drastically. In fact, changing the pH level helps a lot in these reactions, including petro1
2

2

http://www.bza.org/zeolites.html
http://www.che.caltech.edu/groups/med/catmat.html

Figure 1.2: Application of zeolites: Catalysis and ion exchange process.

chemical cracking, purification, and isomerisation. Some classes of Zeolites can be used
in water purification by replacing the hard ions in the water with their own lighter ones
via ion exchange. For example, during the softening process, the hard ions like Calcium
and Magnesium in un-purified water can be replaced by lighter ones, like as Sodium or
Potassium.

Filtering and Separation

Zeolites have large vacant spaces or cages in their structures. Depending on the
respective size of the pore openings and the entering species, Zeolites can act like filters
[34, 39]. When molecules with different sizes enter into a Zeolite, some get stuck in the
cavities, and others pass through the bottleneck openings freely. It can allow the large
cations such as sodium, potassium and calcium, and even relatively large molecules and
cation groups such as water, ammonia, carbonate ions and nitrate ions [8–10, 39]. It can
block the species which are relatively bigger than the bottleneck openings of the sieve.
This property can be used to filter the molecules and indeed separate other molecular
mixtures. This feature has potential applications in industry, and in various fields [8–
10, 34, 39–43]. Therefore, it is interesting and necessary to study the interactions, and
transport properties in these irregular geometries.
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Nanopores
Nanopores are highly confined structures with small openings [13–15, 44–56]. Charged
molecule or ions passing through these confined structures, exhibit different ionic signatures due to the electrostatic interaction between the ions transversing the nanopore, and
the surface charge at the small opening (bottleneck) of the pore [13–15, 44, 47–49, 55, 56].
Here, the degree of confinement of the bottleneck opening also plays an important role
due to its impact on the behavior of the molecular or ionic current [49, 56]. In some
situations, these openings act like gates, and regulate the transport of ions or molecules
[7]. Nanopores are available in nature, called biological nanopores, and can also be fabricated, called synthetic nanopores [13, 44–46].

Biological nanopores

Figure 1.3: Biological nanopores, Ion channels [7], with irregular geometric structure which control
and regulate the ionic transport in the cell membrane.

The biological nanopores (ion channels) are transmembrane pores, which control and
regulate the ionic transport in all living cells in the presence of an electro-chemical gradient. The ion channel is an integral membrane protein or in other words, an assembly of
several protein subunits (see Fig. 1.3) 3 . Identical or homologous protein subunits assemble in a circular arrangement closely packed around a water-filled pore going through the
plane of the membrane or lipid bilayer [7]. In fact, the subunits are not visible in Fig. 1.3.
In general, there are different kinds of ion channels, and they can be distinguished on
the basis of their ion selectivity, gating mechanism, and sequence similarity [7]. Apart
from the voltage gradient, charge, and ion selectivity, the geometrical confinement also
plays a significant role in the ionic transport.
3
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B. Hille, Ion Channels of Excitable Membranes (Sinauer, Sunderland, 2001)

Artificial (synthetic) nanopores

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.4: Experimental setup for measuring electrical signatures (a) of double-stranded DNA [49],
passing trough a synthetic nanopore. The small inset shows an electron transmission micrograph of the
pore sculptured by a highly focused electron beam. Passage of individual species k+ and Cl− through a
synthetic nanopore [14], driven by a concentration gradient, is depicted in panel (b).

Nowadays, artificial nanopores (synthetic nanopores) are also available to characterize the ionic behaviors of molecules, like for example, DNA or RNA [15, 38, 44–49, 55]
and also of ionic species like k+ , Na+ , and Cl− [13–15]. With recent technology, these
synthetic nanopores can be made upon choice, allowing for effective control of the dimensions and the structure [14, 38, 44–46, 55]. In recent years, it has been of great interest to
reveal the sequence and structural analysis of DNA and RNA molecules by passing them
through the nanopores (voltage-driven translocation) [45–49, 53–55]. The translocation
of structured polynucleotides through nanopores also allows one to determine their sequence and structure [53–55]. When a double stranded DNA molecule passes through
the charged nanopore, each base pair exhibits its own distinct electronic signature because each DNA base is structurally and chemically different (see Fig. 1.4(a)) 4 . While
present conventional methods to find out this sequence would take several months and
are expensive, one can find the sequence of a human genome in a matter of hours at a
potentially low cost using this new technology. A similar mechanism applies if a charged
molecule or ion passes through a nanopore (see Fig. 1.4(b)) 5 . In this case different ionic
species exhibit different ionic currents [13, 15].
4
5

http://www.ks.uiuc.edu/Research/nanopore
Z. Siwy et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 94, 048102 (2005)
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Figure 1.5: The position of the double stranded DNA center of mass relative to the tip of the nanopore
against time [44] for two different bottleneck widths. It shows that apart from applied transmembrane
bias the pore opening (bottleneck width) also plays a significant role in DNA translocation.

It has been found that the separation of DNA fragments in narrow channels [23–
25, 38, 49] is largely influenced by their shape (see Fig. 1.5)6 . The characteristic behavior
of ionic currents of DNA molecules or individual species can effectively change if the pore
opening (bottleneck) changes, see Fig. 1.5. In fact, if the pore opening is too small, then
macro-molecules like DNA can jam in front of the bottleneck, for lack of space for the
translocation. If the pore opening increases, then the translocation may be possible
[48–52]. This feature is visible clearly in Fig. 1.5. Thus, there could be a threshold
bottleneck width (pore opening) for a considered DNA molecule, but of course at a fixed
low voltage bias across the translocation.
Structural confinement
A common feature in the described systems (nanopores, zeolites, ion channels etc.) is the
confinement arising from the presence of boundaries which very often exhibit an irregular
geometry. Variations of the structural shape along the direction of propagation imply
changes in the number of accessible states of the particles, see Fig. 1.6. Consequently,
entropy is spatially varying, and the system evolves through entropic barriers which
control transport, promoting or hampering the transfer of mass and energy to certain
regions. Motion in the system can be induced by the presence of external driving forces
supplying the particles with the energy necessary to proceed. The study of the kinetics
of entropic transport, the properties of transport coefficients in far from equilibrium
situations and the possibility for transport control mechanisms are objectives of major
6
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Figure 1.6: The situation of a Brownian particle which is confined within the two-dimensional channel
[17, 18]. Entropic barriers arising due to variation in shape of the geometry along the propagation
direction, and which may effectively control the transport characteristics of the system.

importance in the dynamical characterization of these systems.
Due to their enormous usage and various applicabilities of these systems, it is necessary
to get a deeper understanding on their transport characteristics. Even though these
materials have been studied widely, both experimentally [13, 14, 18, 19, 44, 45, 55, 56]
and by numerical simulations [15, 58–63], there are unfortunately no analytical tools so
far to calculate the transport characteristics of the underlying confined structures with
complicated boundary conditions.
Subject of this thesis
Within this work we provide an analytical tool, based on some approximations, to analyze transport characteristics in periodic confined structures. With the use of numerical
simulations, we analyze the diffusion process in confined structures and, in fact, check
the applicability and accuracy of the analytical predictions. Since entropy rule the diffusion process in confined structures, the transport characteristics may distinctly differ
from that we usually observe in purely energetic systems. We identify the feature of
universal scaling, a single parameter which can control the transport characteristics of
a system which has entropic nature.
Outline
The outline of this thesis is as follows: In chapter 2, as an overview, we discuss the
free diffusion process, i.e., in the absence of any geometrical constraints, followed by the
consideration of one-dimensional periodic potentials in the presence of an external bias.
In chapter 3, we set up the basic problem of the diffusion process in confined geometries
and discuss the complications involved in calculating the transport characteristics in
such systems. We introduce approximate methods, which allows for simplifying the
complexity of the problem. We derive analytical expressions to calculate the transport
characteristics for the defined problem. In chapter 4, we consider an arbitrary confined
geometry, calculate its transport characteristics with the use of numerical simulations,
analyze, and compare it with analytical predictions. Chapter 5 is devoted to the analysis
of the diffusion process in geometric structures with different degrees of confinement,
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including a detailed comparison between analytical predictions and numerical results.
Since we are considering approximate methods to analyze the diffusion process in
confined geometries, we propose in chapter 6 the validity criteria for the applicability of
the approximate methods by analyzing the characteristic times scales which are involved
in the diffusion process of the Brownian particles inside the geometry. In chapter 7, we
present our main conclusions together with an outlook.

8

2
Energetic systems: Transport in 1D periodic
potentials
In order to give a short outline, we discuss briefly the diffusion processes in the systems in
the absence of geometrical constraints, and also discuss the known features of transport
characteristics in purely energetic systems.

Free diffusion

y
x
Figure 2.1: An exemplary trajectory of a Brownian particle in the absence of geometrical constraints/boundaries. The presence of thermal noise in the environment causes the zigzag motion.

In the absence of boundaries (see Fig. 2.1), i.e., for the free case, the Brownian particle
obeys the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (Einstein relation) for asymptotically long
times [1, 2]. The mean square displacement is proportional to time, and the diffusion
constant reads
D0 =

kB T
,
η

(2.1)

where η is the friction coefficient, kB the Boltzmann constant, and T the temperature.

9

2 Energetic systems: Transport in 1D periodic potentials
Here, the only particle property that enters the noise characteristics is the friction coefficient η. It is a remarkable feature that the diffusion in the present case does not depend
on the mass of the Brownian particle [30]. Let’s consider the case of an applied bias
acting on the system, only along the x− direction (see Fig. 2.1). Then, we can describe
the system dynamics along the x− direction with the Langevin equation, which in the
over-damped limit [57] reads
p
η ẋ(t) = F + η kB T ξ(t) ,
(2.2)
where ẋ(t) is the time derivative of the position coordinate of the particle at time t,
and F is a constant applied bias. The thermal fluctuations due to the coupling of the
Brownian particle with the environment are modeled by the Gaussian white noise with
zero mean
hξ(t)i = 0 ,

(2.3)

hξ(t) ξ(t′ )i = 2 δ(t − t′ ) .

(2.4)

and the auto-correlation function

(b)
D0

hẋi

(a)

F

kB T

Figure 2.2: The behavior of transport coefficients in the free case. (a) The average particle current as
a function of the applied bias and (b) the effective diffusion coefficient as a function of the thermal noise
strength. Here, the average particle current is independent on thermal noise and the effective diffusion
coefficient is invariant under the influence of an external bias.

From Eq. (2.2), and with the properties of Gaussian white noise (Eq. (2.3) and
Eq. (2.4)), it is straightforward to conclude that in the steady-state the average particle current is proportional to the strength of the applied bias, see Fig. 2.2(a). For any

10

value of kB T , and for η = 1 it is equal to the value of the applied bias. The diffusion coefficient (Eq. (2.1)) does not change even if there is a constant external bias acting on the
system, see Fig. 2.2(b). In the presence of a constant external bias, the transformation,
x(t) → x(t) − F t (for η = 1), leaves the diffusion coefficient invariant.
Note that, the very same diffusion process can be observed in the case of a flat channel
where the Brownian particles do not experience any obstacles in the direction of propagation. In this case, channel walls (boundaries) along the transverse direction(s) do not
show any impact on the transport properties along the channel direction because the
motion in different directions is decoupled from each other. However, if we consider a
long channel (2D or 3D) with irregular boundaries along the transverse direction(s) then
the transport characteristics along the longitudinal direction can be strongly affected by
the boundary conditions, and a decoupling is not possible.
In the following, we are considering the known and solvable case of motion of a Brownian particle in one-dimensional periodic potential.

1D periodic potentials
Thermal diffusion in tilted periodic potentials is of relevance in the context of Josephson
junctions [64–66], rotating dipoles in external fields [67], diffusion of atoms and molecules
on crystal surfaces [68], biophysical processes such as neural activity [69], and many other
systems [30]. These, by nature, are purely energetic systems.

V (x)

F =0
F 6= 0

x
Figure 2.3: One-dimensional periodic potential V (x) = U (x) − x F in the presence and in the absence
of an applied bias.

The diffusion process in such systems has been studied widely from periodic systems to
ratchet systems [70–78]. Analytical tools are available to calculate the relevant transport
characteristics [70–73, 75–79]. The dynamics of the one-dimensional system with 1D
periodic potential function considered here, can be described by the Langevin equation
which in the over-damped limit [57] reads

11

2 Energetic systems: Transport in 1D periodic potentials

η ẋ(t) = −V ′ (x) +

p
η kB T ξ(t) ,

(2.5)

where V (x) = U (x) − x F in the presence of an applied bias, U (x) = U0 sin(2πx/L) is a
periodic potential function with periodicity L, i.e., U (x + L) = U (x), and U0 determines
the barrier height. A prime over the quantity refers to derivative with respect to spatial
coordinate x.
The corresponding Fokker-Planck equation for the considered one-dimensional system
reads [30, 75–77]
¾
½
∂P (x, t)
∂
−βV (x) ∂ βV (x)
P (x, t) ,
(2.6)
= D0
e
e
∂t
∂x
∂x
where P (x, t) is the one-dimensional probability distribution and β = 1/kB T .
Fig. 2.3 is a sketch of an one-dimensional periodic potential in the presence and in the
absence of an external bias F . For the considered potential, in the absence of external
bias (F = 0), the potential function is spatially symmetric, and in the presence of the
bias spatial symmetry breaks down.
Transport characteristics
The transport characteristics, the average particle current and effective diffusion coefficient, for the considered one-dimensional periodic potential can be calculated by means
of the Mean First Passage Time (MFPT) approach [72, 75–78], for which the analytical
expressions are readily available [76, 77]. We discuss the MFPT approach later in detail
in chapter 3.
The expression for the average particle current is given by [76, 77]
1 − e−βF L
,
x0 +L
dx
I± (x)
L
x0

hẋi = Z

(2.7)

and the effective diffusion coefficient reads [76, 77]

Deff = D0

12

Z

x0 +L

x0

dx
I± (x) I+ (x) I− (x)
L
,
¸3
·Z x0 +L
dx
I± (x)
L
x0

(2.8)

2.1 Diffusion process in energetic systems

where the integral functions are given by
1 βV (x)
e
I+ (x) =
D0

Z

x

1 −βV (x)
I− (x) =
e
D0

Z

x+L

dy e−βV (y)

(2.9)

x−L

and
dy eβV (y) .

(2.10)

x

The analytical expression for the average particle current equals the Stratonovich formula
[70, 71].
Dimensionless units
We can express the Langevin equation, Eq. (2.2), in a dimensionless form by scaling
length with the periodicity L and time by the characteristic time scale (as similar to
we present in chapter 3, and see also Ref.[26, 28]). Thus, in the dimensionless form the
Langevin equation reads
˙ t̃) = −Ṽ ′ (x̃) +
x̃(
where

p
T̃ ξ(t̃) ,

(2.11)

• x̃ = x/L
• t̃ = t/τ
• τ = η L2 /kB TR with an arbitrary reference temperature TR
• T̃ = T /TR , which implies D̃0 = D0 /(kB TR /η)
• Ṽ (x̃) = V (x̃)/kB TR = (U0 sin(2π x̃) − x̃F̃ )/kB TR
• F̃ = F/FR with FR = kB TR /L
• U˜0 = U0 /kB TR
In the following, for convenience, we remove the tilde symbols on the coordinates.
Note that, this dimensionless description is used only within this chapter.
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(a)

4

T = 0.1
T = 0.2
T = 0.5

Deff /D0

hẋi

10

5

(b)

3
2
1

0

0
0

5

10

0

5

F

10
F

Figure 2.4: In dimensionless units, the behaviors of the scaled average particle current (a) and the ratio
of scaled effective diffusion coefficient to the bulk diffusion coefficient (b), in a purely energetic system,
as a function of the applied bias and at different noise strengths.

2.1 Diffusion process in energetic systems
The average particle current in the considered systems increases as the strength of the
applied bias increases [79], see Fig. 2.4(a). For a very large applied bias, i.e., for a very
large tilt, the average particle current tends to the value of applied bias described by the
black dotted line in Fig. 2.4(a) for any thermal noise strength [79].
For the tilted energetic potentials, we can observe a giant enhancement in the effective
diffusion near the threshold tilt [76–80]. The effective diffusion coefficient is greatly
enhanced [76, 77, 79], see Fig. 2.4(b), and may exceed the bulk diffusion constant by
many orders of magnitude. For the considered parameters the critical tilt Fc is 2π. Note
that, near the critical tilt the effective diffusion is high for small thermal noise strengths
and exhibits a resonance-like behavior [76, 77, 79, 81].

2.1.1 Kramers rate
The Kramers rate was first introduced for the so-called Kramers problem. The escape
of a Brownian particle over a barrier in a cubic potential [82]. Principally, this may be
extended to periodic systems [75].
For a potential V (x) with a small static tilt and barrier height ∆V the escape rate of
an over-damped Brownian particle from one well to the other in the presence of thermal
noise is given by the Kramers rate [75, 82], in dimensionless units, for ∆V ≫ T ,

rK (T ) =

14

p

V ′′ (xmin )|V ′′ (xmax )|
exp (−∆V /T ) ,
2π

(2.12)

2.1 Diffusion process in energetic systems

(a)

(b)
4.5

∆V

rK

3

V (x)

1.5

x

0

0

1

2

3

4

5

T
Figure 2.5: The sketch of an one-dimensional tilted periodic potential V (x) = U (x)−x F with a barrier
height ∆V is plotted in (a). In dimensionless units, the corresponding Kramers rate, Eq. (2.13), as a
function of temperature is depicted in (b). Here, the value of U0 is set to 1.

where V ′′ is second derivative of the effective potential function with respect to x, xmax
and xmin indicate the positions of the maximum and minimum of the potential function,
respectively. The barrier height ∆V denotes the activation energy necessary to proceed
by one potential period [75, 82], see Fig. 2.5(a). With respect to the considered potential energy function V (x) = U0 sin(2π x) − x F , the corresponding Kramers rate for
transitions from one cell to the next reads (for F ≪ 1), in dimensionless units,
rK (T ) = 2π U0 e− 2U0 /T .

(2.13)

The reaction rate increases monotonically with temperature, which implies that temperature facilitates the transition of Brownian particles from one potential minima to
another by increasing the Arrhenius factor exp (−∆V /T ) in Eq. (2.12), see Fig. 2.5(b).

2.1.2 Temperature dependence
Fig. 2.6 shows the behavior of transport characteristics as a function of thermal noise
at different strengths of the applied bias. As we have observed from the reaction rate,
temperature facilitates the activation to overcome the barrier, and the average particle
current increases monotonically as temperature increases, see Fig. 2.6(a). For very high
temperatures, the average particle current tends to reach the value of applied bias, illustrated by the dotted lines drawn at corresponding applied bias strengths in Fig. 2.6(a).
If the strength of applied bias is lower than the critical tilt, the effective diffusion coefficient increases monotonically with thermal energy, starting from a value beneath the
bulk diffusion constant [83]. Note that, for periodic potentials in the absence of applied
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Figure 2.6: In dimensionless units, the behaviors of the scaled average particle current (a) and the
ratio of scaled effective diffusion coefficient to the bulk diffusion coefficient (b) in a purely energetic
system as a function of thermal noise and at different values of the applied bias. The dotted lines in
graph (a) drawn at corresponding applied bias strengths. The dotted line in graph (b) is corresponding
to Deff /D0 = 1, which is reached in the limit F → ∞.

bias the effective diffusion coefficient is lower than the bulk diffusion coefficient [83]. At
very high temperatures, the effective diffusion coefficient tends to reach the bulk diffusion constant, see Fig. 2.6(b). Effective diffusion near and above the critical tilt is
enhanced [76, 77, 79, 81], see Fig. 2.6(b), showing a resonance-like behavior.

2.2 Summary
In the absence of any boundaries, i.e., in the case of free diffusion, the mean square
displacement of the Brownian particles proportional to thermal noise present in the system [1, 2]. If a Brownian particle is moving in a potential energy landscape diffusion
process is subjected to change. In tilted one-dimensional periodic potentials, near the
threshold tilt where deterministic running solutions set in, the diffusion is greatly enhanced [76, 77, 79] and exceeds the bulk diffusion constant. Below the threshold tilt, at
lower and moderate thermal noise, the effective diffusion constant is lower than the bulk
diffusion constant, and tends to reach the bulk diffusion constant in the strong noise
limit.
In one-dimensional periodic potentials which are purely energetic systems, the reaction
rate depends exponentially on temperature, i.e., temperature facilitates the activation
process and helps the Brownian particles to overcome the potential energy barrier. Thus,
the average particle current increases with the strength of thermal noise.
Now, an interesting question arises. If we consider a periodic system in higher dimensions where geometrical constraints may cause entropic barriers and control the
transition rates between the potential minima, how is the diffusion process modified
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then and how does the behavior of transport characteristics look like? in general, plenty
of interesting questions arise concerning transport properties if the motion of Brownian
particles is confined. In fact, this is the main motivation for the present work.
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3
Diffusion in confined structures
In typical transport processes through confined structures such as pores and channels
or as a general example, the one depicted in Fig. 3.1 with an area of cross-section
A(x), the transport of suspended Brownian particles is induced by the application of
an external potential V (~r). In general, the dynamics of the Brownian particle inside
the system is governed by the Langevin equation in the over-damped limit [57] with
reflecting boundary conditions at the channel walls, reading
p
~ t̃) ,
~ (~r(t̃)) + η kB T ξ(
(3.1)
η~r˙ (t̃) = −∇V
where ~r is the position vector of a particle at time t̃. Thermal fluctuations due to the
coupling of the Brownian particle to the environment are modeled by Gaussian white
noise with zero mean, Eq. (2.3), and the auto-correlation function obeying Einstein’s
fluctuation-dissipation relation
hξ(t̃) ξ(t̃′ )i = 2 δij δ(t̃ − t̃′ ) for i, j = x, y, z .

(3.2)

Note that, Eq. (3.1) is not deduced from the previous chapter. The Langevin equation
describing the dynamics of a Brownian particle within the channel, with an external force
F~ = F ~ex acting along the direction of channel axis in the x− direction, reads
η ~r˙ (t̃) = F~ +

p
~ t̃) ,
η kB T ξ(

(3.3)

with reflecting boundary conditions at the channels walls, confining the Brownian particles into the channel.
In order to further simplify the treatment of this model we introduce dimensionless
variables, measuring all lengths in units of the period length L, i.e.,
~r = L~x ,

(3.4)
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z
y
A(x)

x

Figure 3.1: Confined structure with an area of cross section A(x). A Brownian particle explores the
available space with in these boundaries, cf. trajectory.

where ~x denotes the dimensionless position of the particle. As unit of time τ we choose
twice the time for the particle takes to diffusively overcome the distance L, which is
given by τ = L2 η/(kB T ). Hence,
t̃ = τ t .
(3.5)
In these dimensionless variables the Langevin equation reads
d~x
~ .
= f~ + ξ(t)
dt

(3.6)

where hξ(t)i = 0, hξi (t) ξj (t′ )i = 2 δij δ(t − t′ ) for i, j = x, y, z, and the dimensionless
force becomes
LF
.
(3.7)
f~ = f~ex and f =
kB T
The performed dimensionless scaling parameter f characterizes the force as the ratio of
the work done on the particle along a distance of the period length L and the thermal
energy. Note that, in the case of purely energetic systems, the driving force F and the
temperature T are independent variables whereas in systems with entropic nature these
two quantities can be coupled and tune the system’s transport properties. In order to
reach a certain value of f one can modify either the bias strength or adjust the noise
strength.
The corresponding Fokker-Plank equation that describes the time evolution of the
probability distribution P (~x, t) takes the form [74, 84]:
∂P (~x, t)
~ · J(~
~ x, t) ,
= −∇
∂t

(3.8a)

~ x, t) is the probability current:
where J(~
´
³
~ P (~x, t) ,
~ x, t) = f~ − ∇
J(~
20

(3.8b)

3.1 Equilibration assumption
Note that, for channels with similar geometry which are related by a scale transformation
~r → λ~r, λ > 0, the transport properties are determined by a single dimensionless
parameter f which subsumes the period lengths, the external forces and the temperature
of the surrounding fluid.
The reflection of particles at the channel walls leads to a vanishing probability current at the boundaries. Due to the impenetrability of the channel walls, the normal
~ x, t) vanishes at the boundaries. Therefore, the
component of the probability current J(~
boundary conditions at the channel walls are:
~ x, t) · ~n = 0
J(~

~x ∈ channel wall.

(3.9)

where ~n denotes the normal vector at the channel walls.
The boundary of a 2D periodic channel which is mirror symmetric about the x−
axis is given by the periodic functions y = ±ω(x), i.e., ω(x + 1) = ω(x) for all x, where
x and y are the cartesian components of ~x. In this case, the boundary condition becomes
·
¸
dω(x)
∂P (x, y, t)
∂P (x, y, t)
= 0,
f P (x, y, t) −
+
dx
∂x
∂y

(3.10)

at y = ±ω(x). Except for a straight channel with ω = const, there are no periodic
channel shapes for which an exact analytical solution of the Fokker-Planck equation (3.8,
3.8b) with boundary conditions (3.10) is known. Approximate solutions though can be
obtained on the basis of a one-dimensional diffusion problem in an effective potential.
Narrow channel openings, which act as geometric hindrances in the full model, show up
as entropic barriers in this one-dimensional approximation [20–22, 26, 27, 85].

3.1 Equilibration assumption
Since the above mentioned system dynamics with special boundary conditions cannot be
solved analytically one has to search for options in order to reduce the complexity of the
situation by means of approximative methods. Let’s assume that, at any given time, the
Brownian particles distribute uniformly along the transverse direction(s) of the confined
structure. Hence, by approximating the concentration of Brownian particles along the
transverse direction(s) as constant (see Fig. 3.2) we can integrate out the transverse
coordinate(s) between the lower and upper boundaries. This dramatically simplifies the
complexity of the dynamics and leads to an entropic contribution (free energy term) to
the reduced one-dimensional kinetic description, which can describe the full dynamics
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of the system. This idea was originally proposed for systems in the absence of external
bias, named the Fick-Jacobs equation [21]. Later on people made corrections to the
equation [20, 22]. With this work we advance this approximation method by considering
an additional external bias which is acting only along the length of the channel.

z
y
A(x)

x

Figure 3.2: Equilibration along the transverse direction(s) in a confined structure with an area of cross
section A(x).

The detailed mathematical description concerning the assumption of equilibration
along the transverse direction(s), and the derivation of one-dimensional kinetic equation
can be found in Appendix A.
After considering the equilibrium assumptions and integrating out the transverse coordinate(s), the final reduced one-dimensional kinetic equation with a free energy term
that stems from the entropic contribution acquires the form [20, 22]
∂P (x, t)
∂
=
D
∂t
∂x

½

¾
∂P (x, t)
′
+ A (x)P (x, t) ,
∂x

(3.11)

where P (x, t) is the reduced probability density. The dimensionless free energy A(x)
respectively reads, in the presence and in the absence of applied bias f ,
A(x) = − ln 2∆ω(x)
A(x) = −f x − ln 2∆ω(x)

(f = 0)
(f 6= 0) ,

(3.12a)
(3.12b)

where 2∆ω(x) is the width of the channel in the two-dimensional (2D) system. The very
same description holds for a three-dimensional (3D) system, except the width, 2∆ω(x),
of the channel should be replaced by the area of cross section πω(x)2 . For an illustration
we have depicting the effective potential function A(x), in Fig. 3.3 where we reduce the
2D system to an effective one-dimensional system.
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y
x
L
T ∆S
A(x)

x
Figure 3.3: The free energy A(x), Eq. (3.12), in the presence of applied bias as a function of the
reaction coordinate x if we reduce the 2D system, with the periodicity L, to an effective one-dimensional
system with barrier height T ∆S(x).

Here, the temperature T dictates the strength of the effective potential. An increase in
temperature leads to an increase in barrier height while for purely energetic systems the
barrier height is independent of the temperature [75].

3.2 Spatially dependent diffusion coefficient
After reducing the two-dimensional (or three-dimensional) kinetic equation to an onedimensional one, one has to think about the influence of the boundary functions on
the diffusion coefficient. Will there be the same constant diffusion everywhere inside
the channel (or will there be changes) ?. Since the slope of the structure changes as
the position along the x− direction changes (see Fig. 3.1) the diffusion is possibly not
constant everywhere inside the confined structure but could rather be a function of the
position x. Taking these arguments into account, we can improve the accuracy of the
reduced kinetic equation. In recent years there have been quite a few proposals in order
to predict the form of a spatially dependent diffusion coefficient by considering the slope
of the confined structure [20, 22, 85]. Here, we discuss the proposal of Zwanzig [20]
predicted while making the corrections to the one-dimensional reduced kinetic equation
as well as that of Reguera and Rubi [22] who proposed a scaling law for the diffusion
coefficient by simple geometric arguments and finally that of Kalinay and Percus [85]
who derived an expression by mapping procedures [86] while making the corrections to
the Fick-Jacobs equation.
The spatially dependent diffusion coefficient suggested by Zwanzig results from a systematic expansion in terms of the gradient of the boundary function ω(x). In leading
order, he obtained D(x) = 1 − αω ′ (x)2 + . . . where α = 1/3 or 1/2 in two or three dimen-
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(b)
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D(x)
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4
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4
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Figure 3.4: A single cell of the two-dimensional confined geometry with periodicity L (a), and the
behavior of x− dependent diffusion coefficient (b). Blue line corresponds to Zwanzig’s proposal, green
line corresponds to Reguera-Rubi’s proposal, red line corresponds to Kalinay-Percus’s proposal, and
black dashed line corresponds to the bare diffusion constant.

sions, respectively, and the prime denotes the derivative with respect to x. Interpreting
this result as the first two terms of a geometric series, Zwanzig proposed his re-summed
expression for the 1D diffusion coefficient [20] reading
DZ (x) =

1
,
[1 + αω ′ (x)2 ]

(3.13)

where α = 1/3, 1/2 for two and three dimensions, respectively.
The expression given by Reguera and Rubi [22] in dimensionless units, is
DRR (x) =

1
.
[1 + ω ′ (x)2 ]α

(3.14)

This can simply be understood as follows: In the absence of applied bias the variance in
the position of particles, due to thermal noise present in the environment, is proportional
to time,
∆r2 ∼ t
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µ
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∆x2
∼ 1+
,
t
∆x

(3.15b)

(3.15c)

where ∆y/∆x = ω ′ (x) gives the slope of the confined structure, and the spatially dependent diffusion coefficient along the x− direction is ∆x2 /t. This spatially dependent
diffusion coefficient can also be considered as a re-summation of Zwanzig’s perturbational result.
Kalinay and Percus proposed two different forms of spatially dependent diffusion coefficient for the 2D and 3D case [85]. In 2D case they obtained a geometric series,
ǫ 2 ǫ2 4
(−ǫ)n ′ 2n
D(x) ≃ 1 − ω ′ + ω ′ + ..... +
ω
3
5
2n + 1

(3.16)

√
arctan [ ǫω ′ (x)]
√ ′
,
DKP (x) =
ǫω (x)

(3.17)

which results in

where ǫ = Dx /Dy is the ratio of the diffusion constants in the longitudinal and transverse
directions, and ω(x) is the half-width of the channel.
In 3D they followed a similar analysis, and obtain a geometric series [85],
ǫ 2 3ǫ2 ′ 4
(−ǫ)n (2n − 1)! ′ 2n
D(x) ≃ 1 − ω ′ +
ω + ..... +
ω
2
8
(2n)!

(3.18)

which results in
1
,
DKP (x) = p
[1 + ǫ ω ′ (x)2 ]

(3.19)

where ω(x) is radius of the channel.
Later on we are comparing these formulas with numerical results for an arbitrary
confined structure and thus learn which one leads to better results.
The final form of the reduced one-dimensional kinetic equation in the presence of
entropic barriers with spatially dependent diffusion coefficient reads
∂P (x, t)
∂
=
D(x)
∂t
∂x

½

¾
∂P (x, t)
′
+ A (x)P (x, t)
∂x

(3.20)
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3.3 Mean First Passage Time (MFPT) approach
The transport characteristics, the average particle current and effective diffusion coefficient, of Brownian particles within a periodic channel can be calculated in terms of
the moments of the first passage time by a well-known analytical method, namely the
Mean First Passage Time (MFPT) approach [75–78]. In order to calculate the moments
of the first passage time we consider an arbitrary but fixed point (x0 = 0), and we denote t(x0 → x0 + 1) the time until the fixed point x0 + 1 is reached for the first time.
Then, the nth moment of the first passage time is given by the ensemble average of tn , i.e
Tn (x0 → x0 + 1) := htn (x0 → x0 + 1)i.

(3.21)

for n ∈ Z and with T0 (a → b) = 1. The mathematical details of calculating these moments can be found in Appendix B.
For any non-negative bias the average particle current in periodic structures can be
obtained from [76, 77]
hẋi =

1
,
T1 (x0 → x0 + 1)

(3.22)

where T1 is the first moment of the first passage time (Eq. (B.15)). Note that, the averages in Eq. (3.21) may diverge for zero bias. A positive bias prevents the particle from
traveling too far to the left, and hence leads to a finite mean first passage time as well
as to a finite current.
The effective diffusion coefficient reads [76, 77]:

Deff =

∆T2 (x0 → x0 + 1)
,
2 [T1 (x0 → x0 + 1)]3

(3.23)

where ∆T2 is the dispersion of the second moment of the first passage time (Eq. (B.43)).
The final expression for the average particle current which is similar to the Stratonovich
formula [70] with a free energy term reads

hẋi = Z
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1 − e−f

x0 +1

dx I(x)
x0

,

(3.24)

3.4 Summary
and the effective diffusion coefficient becomes
Z x0 +1
Z x
D(z) [A(x)−A(z)]
dx
e
dz [I(z)]2
D(x)
x−1
,
Deff = x0
¸3
·Z
x0 +1

(3.25)

dx I(x)

x0

where the integral function I(x) acquires the form
eA(x)
I(x) =
D(x)

Z

x

dy e−A(y) .

(3.26)

x−1

Now, the analytical expressions are available for the constructed effective onedimensional kinetic description.

3.4 Summary
In this chapter we have discussed the complications involved in calculating the transport
characteristics of a higher dimensional system (2D or 3D) with impenetrable boundaries.
Here, the boundary functions complicate the problem which hence cannot be solved with
the available analytical tools. Therefore, we have constructed an approximation method,
assuming an equilibrium distribution along the transverse directions. It leads to a reduction of dimensionality, and we finally end up at an effective one-dimensional kinetic
description with an entropic contribution to the energy profile. In this connection, the
complexity of the problem is reduced allowing for an analytical solution concerning the
transport properties. The reduction of dimensionality impacts the diffusion coefficient
by modifying it from a constant to a position dependent one. Finally, the reduced effective one-dimensional kinetic equation in the presence of entropic barriers and with a
spatially dependent diffusion coefficient reads
∂P (x, t)
∂
=
D(x)
∂t
∂x

½

¾
∂P (x, t)
′
+ A (x)P (x, t) .
∂x

Concerning the reduced one-dimensional kinetic description, the analytical expressions
for the transport characteristics, the average particle current and effective diffusion coefficient are derived with the use of the Mean First Passage Time (MFPT) approach. We
found a scaling parameter f = F L/kB T , i.e., the ratio of the work done to the particle
and the available thermal energy, which is a genuine property of entropic systems and
can be used to tune the system’s transport characteristics.
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Entropic transport
In the previous chapter, we have constructed an approximative mechanism to calculate
the transport characteristics for a given confined structure. We have obtained analytical expressions for the average particle current and the effective diffusion coefficient
for the one-dimensional kinetic description. Now we shall check it’s applicability, the
consistency, and the accuracy. We are considering a higher dimensional system (2D
or 3D) and calculate the transport characteristics by using numerical simulations we
are then comparing these results with those obtained from the one-dimensional kinetic
description.

~
F

y
x
L

Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of a two-dimensional channel confining the motion of biased Brownian
particles. The half-width ω(x) = a sin(2πx) + b is a periodic function of x with periodicity L. Here, the
constant applied bias F acts only along the channel direction, and the thermal bath the particles are
coupled to is modelled by Gaussian white noise with zero mean.

In doing so, we consider as a model system a two-dimensional symmetric channel
confining the Brownian particles, with periodicity L and a constant bias F acting along
the channel length. The shape of the structure is defined by the function 1 Here, a is the
parameter that controls the slope of the channel wall, the width of the channel is 2 ω(x),
the width at the bottleneck is 2 (b − a) and the full width of the channel is 2 (b + a).
In principle, we can consider the similar structure in 3D also but due to constraints in
computational time we have restricted ourselves to the two-dimensional case. In the
1

Note: In dimensionless units, the half-width ω(x) is scaled with the periodicity L.
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following, the term cell is used to define the part of the structure reading from one
bottleneck to the other.

4.1 Numerical simulations
As described above, we have considered a two-dimensional system for the numerical
simulations, see Fig. 4.1. The transport characteristics as predicted in the previous
chapter have been corroborated by Brownian dynamic simulations performed within the
stochastic Euler-algorithm by integration of the dimensionless Langevin equation in the
over-damped limit [57] reading
d~x
~
= f~ + ξ(t)
dt

(4.1)

with reflecting boundary conditions at the channel walls confining the Brownian particles inside the channel. Here, the scaled bias f acts only along the length of the channel.
For the numerical simulations the single integration steps read :
• modification of the x− coordinate

xnew = xold + f ∆t +

√

∆t ζ1

(4.2)

• modification of the y− coordinate

ynew = yold +

√

∆t ζ2 ,

(4.3)

where ζ1 and ζ2 are two Gaussian distributed random numbers. If the new desired
position is not allowed in the sense that it is lying outside the channel then the boundary
conditions have to be considered, i.e the simulation step is discarded. For the numerical
simulations, we have considered more than 3 · 104 realizations to improve accuracy and
minimize statistical errors. An initial distribution at time t = 0 starts in the middle
of a cell. The new positions for each realization, Eq. (4.2) and Eq. (4.3), along the x−
and y− directions depend on strength of the scaling parameter f . In order to provide
the requested accuracy of the system dynamics time step was chosen to be smaller than
10−4 .
For an illustration, Fig. 4.2 shows numerically evaluated density snap-shots of the
Brownian particles at different times t in a symmetric two-dimensional channel with a
shape defined by the half width ω(x) = (1/2π) sin(2πx)+(1.02/2π), mapped into a single
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Figure 4.2: Numerically obtained, density snap-shots of the Brownian particles at different values
of time t in a symmetric two-dimensional channel with the shape defined by the half width ω(x) =
(1/2π) sin(2πx) + (1.02/2π) mapped into a single cell at the scaling parameter value f = 1.0 . Upper
row correspond to t = 0, 6, 13, and 25 (left to right). Bottom row correspond to t = 38, 50, 126, and 5000
(left to right). The initial distribution of the Brownian particles start at the middle of a cell, at time
t = 0 (top left panel), diffuse within the channel geometry and in the long time limit the distribution
reaches a steady-state (bottom-right panel), i.e., the initial conditions have completely died out.

cell. The scaling parameter value is chosen as f = 1.0. Brownian particles which initially
start at time t = 0 in the middle of a single cell will distribute over the available space
within the channel geometry. Thermal noise that is present in the system enables the
particles to roam around and the applied bias acting along the length of the channel drags
the particle in the same direction. Finally, after a very long time the Brownian particles
will reach a steady-state, i.e., after the initial conditions have been died out. During this
process the Brownian particles may cross a high number of cells, but for convenience,
in Fig. 4.2, we have mapped all Brownian particles into one single cell as the channel is
periodic with a periodicity L. Fig. 4.3 shows the corresponding normalized probability
distribution of the Brownian particles along the x− direction (channel direction) during
the time evolution. The initial delta-distribution at time t = 0 will broader as time
increases. In the long time limit the distribution reaches a steady-state.
Since our main motive is to compare the transport characteristics obtained from the
reduced one-dimensional kinetic equation with the results obtained from numerical simulations, we will calculate the transport coefficients only along the x− direction. The
expressions for the transport characteristics, the mean particle velocity and effective diffusion coefficient which we used for the numerical simulations are given by [26, 27]
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t = 0.0
t = 6.0
t = 13.0
t = 25.0
t = 38.0
t = 50.0
t = 126.0
t = 5000
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Figure 4.3: Normalized probability distribution of the Brownian particles along the x− direction
P (x, t), with in a single cell, as the evolution time increases (extracted from Fig. 4.2)

The average particle current in the x- direction,
hx(t)i
t→∞
t

hẋi = lim

(4.4)

and the effective diffusion coefficient

hx2 (t)i − hx(t)i2
.
t→∞
2t

Deff = lim

(4.5)

Both the average particle current and the effective diffusion coefficient along the transverse direction (y) are zero since there is no force acting along that direction.
Fig. 4.4 shows the behavior of the key quantities of interest, i.e., the average particle
current and the effective diffusion coefficient, as functions of time. Depending on the
system’s initial preparation, both the average particle current and the effective diffusion
coefficient start at an arbitrary value. During the time evolution process the values
may change, fluctuate, and finally reach a steady-state in the long time limit, i.e., after
the initial conditions have been completely died out. Even then one could observe
unavoidable small fluctuations which lead to some statistical error. In order to minimize
it one has to consider a large number of realizations. In our simulations, the relative
error in calculating the transport coefficients, the average particle current and effective
diffusion coefficient is less than 0.01.
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Figure 4.4: The behavior of the key quantities of interest, the average particle current and the effective
diffusion coefficient, as the time changes in a symmetric two-dimensional channel with the shape defined
by the half width ω(x) = (1/2π) sin(2πx) + (1.02/2π) at the scaling parameter value f = 1.0. At very
long time, both the quantities reach the steady-state.

4.2 Transport characteristics
In this section we present the transport characteristics, the average particle current and
effective diffusion coefficient of a two-dimensional system obtained from the numerical
simulations. In the present entropic system the transport quantities may be expressed
in terms of a single scaling parameter f := F L/kB T . But in this section, we analyze the
influence of applied bias F and temperature T , that is on the transport characteristics
in order to observe the system behavior and for better comparison with the situation in
purely energetic system, i.e., in the absence of entropic barriers.
Therefore, like in chapter 2 we adopt an arbitrary reference temperature TR , as well
as the corresponding characteristic diffusion time at this temperature,
τR =

ηL2
,
kB TR

(4.6a)

FR =

kB TR
.
L

(4.6b)

and the reference force,

4.2.1 Biased transport
The results for the average particle current and effective diffusion coefficient obtained
from numerical simulations as functions of applied bias F/FR for a symmetric twodimensional channel with a shape defined by the half-width ω(x) = (1/2π) sin(2πx) +
(1.02/2π) has been presented in Fig. 4.5 for different values of temperature T /TR .
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Figure 4.5: Numerically determined force dependence of the average particle current (a), and the
effective diffusion coefficient (b), for a symmetric two-dimensional channel with the shape defined by the
half width ω(x) = (1/2π) sin(2πx) + (1.02/2π).

The average particle current increases monotonically as the strength of the applied bias
increases (see Fig. 4.5(a)). The effective diffusion coefficient exhibits a non-monotonic
behavior including the appearance of a peak, see Fig. 4.5(b). It’s value is higher than in
the case of bulk diffusion, and the peak position shifts to higher values of applied bias
F/FR as the strength of the thermal noise increases. The common feature of increasing
average particle current with applied bias can also be observed even in the case of a
purely energetic system, i.e., in the absence of entropic barriers [75]. But, the interesting
feature we can observe in Fig. 4.5(a) is that upon increasing the strength of thermal noise
kB T the average particle current decreases at a constant value of applied bias F/FR .
This makes an inverse temperature dependence which is not obvious in purely energetic
systems where increasing temperature leads to an increase in the particle current. This
interesting feature of noise-controlled transport solely arises from the entropic nature of
the system. We will discuss this feature in more detail in the following section.

4.2.2 Anomalous temperature dependence
Fig. 4.6 shows the temperature dependence of the average particle current and the effective diffusion coefficients as functions of thermal noise strength kB T at a constant
applied bias F/FR and for a symmetric two-dimensional channel with a shape defined
by the half-width ω(x) = (1.0/2π) sin(2πx) + (1.0/2π).
In the case of a purely energetic system, an increasing temperature leads to an increase
in the average particle current (see Fig. 2.6(a)). But from Fig. 4.6(a) we observe that
the average particle current decreases upon increasing thermal noise strength which is
an opposite effect that we usually encounter in purely energetic system.
In the purely energetic case, increasing temperature increases the transition rates from
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Figure 4.6: Numerically determined temperature dependence of the average particle current (a), and
the effective diffusion coefficient (b), for a symmetric two-dimensional channel with the shape defined
by the half width ω(x) = (1.0/2π) sin(2πx) + (1.0/2π), at the force value F/FR = 0.628.

one period to the next (see Fig. 2.5) [75]. This means that temperature facilitates the
activation by overcoming the potential barrier thus an increase in temperature leads
to an increase in the average particle current. For a one-dimensional periodic system
with an entropic potential, temperature dictates the strength of the potential function
(Eq. (3.12)) and an increase in temperature leads to an increase in the barrier height
(see Fig. 3.3) and results in a decrease of the average particle current.
The effective diffusion coefficient exhibits a peak over a wide range of temperatures.
This behavior we can observe even in the case of purely energetic system. In purely
energetic systems the reaction rate depends exponentially on temperature, while this
is not the case for entropic systems. Hence, due to this exponential dependence one
would expect a giant enhancement in the effective diffusion coefficient [76, 77] in purely
energetic systems, while for purely entropic systems this is not the case. An important
feature that we can extract from Fig. 4.6(b) is that over a range of temperatures the
effective diffusion coefficient increases upon decreasing the temperature, which only is a
consequence of the entropic nature of the system. We are discussing this feature in more
detail in the following.
Effective diffusion coefficient in energetic and entropic systems
Fig. 4.7 shows the behavior of effective diffusion coefficient, in the presence and in the
absence of applied bias, as a function of the thermal noise strength kB T in a flat channel
geometry and in a two-dimensional system. For a flat channel, i.e., in the absence of
geometrical constraints along the propagation direction of the Brownian particles, the
effective diffusion coefficient equals the bare diffusion constant. In a confined system
(2D or 3D), and in the absence of applied bias (f = 0), the effective diffusion coefficient
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Figure 4.7: Numerically determined temperature dependence of the effective diffusion coefficient
for a flat channel geometry corresponds to dotted red line, and for the periodic potential ω(x) =
(1/2π) sin(2πx) + (1.02/2π) corresponds to dashed black line (for F/FR = 0) and solid blue line (for
F/FR = 0.05).

is still proportional to time (linear behavior, normal diffusion) but the slope of the line
is less than that for the flat channel which is due to entropic effects arising from the
confinement of the geometrical structure.
In the confined system in the presence of applied bias the value of the effective diffusion
coefficient initially follows the red line which is corresponding to the flat channel case,
see Fig. 4.7(a). At this stage applied bias F/FR rules the dynamics rather than thermal
noise strength kB T , and the entropic contribution to the free energy is negligible (A(x) ≈
−f x). At very high values of thermal noise strength the effective diffusion curve follows
the dashed black line which corresponds to the purely entropic case (F/FR = 0). At this
stage the entropic contribution to the free energy is very high (A(x) ≈ − ln 2∆ ω(x)),
and the entropic nature of the system rules the transport characteristics.
Over a wide range of temperatures, i.e., making a cross-over region from a purely
energetic to a purely entropic nature, the effective diffusion coefficient exhibits a striking
peak where it even exceeds the bare diffusion constant. The stationary distribution
acquires a finite width in the transversal direction with a “crowded” region in front of the
narrowest region of the channel [27]. Transport becomes more noisy and, consequently,
the effective diffusion exceeds the bare diffusion constant. From these arguments we can
conclude that noise strength plays an important role in entropic systems and dictates
the transport characteristics.
So far, we have analyzed the peculiar behaviors of the transport characteristics, the
average particle current and the effective diffusion coefficient, obtained from the numerical simulations for an arbitrary 2D periodic geometry. Now, let us compare these results
with the analytical predictions derived in the previous chapter.
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4.3 Analytics versus Numerics
Within our numerical simulations we have examined the transport characteristics of a
given confined system. Now we are comparing these results with the analytical ones
obtained from the Mean First Passage Time (MFPT) approach, see appendix B. Before
doing that, for the analytical expressions we choose the best spatially dependent diffusion
coefficient out of the available forms which we have discussed in the previous chapter 3.
Spatially dependent diffusion coefficient
In order to check the consistency of the various spatially dependent diffusion coefficients available, we have considered the two-dimensional confined structure depicted in
Fig. 4.1 with a constant applied bias acting along its length and calculated the first
moment, the average particle current as a function of applied bias by using our reduced
1D kinetic equation. The analytical expression for the average particle velocity is given
by Eq. (3.24).
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Figure 4.8: Numerically simulated (symbols) and analytically calculated (lines) force dependence of the
average particle current is depicted with different diffusion coefficients for a symmetric two-dimensional
channel.

From Fig. 4.8 we can clearly see that, if we are dealing with a confined structure we
have to consider the spatially dependent diffusion coefficient D(x), which will account
for the impacts of geometrical constraints on the transport properties, rather than a
constant diffusion coefficient D0 , which is independent of the geometrical shape of the
structure.
The second message from Fig. 4.8 is that the position dependent diffusion constant
proposed by Reguera and Rubı́ [22] is in good agreement with our 2D simulation results
and improves the quality of our kinetic equation compared to other expressions proposed
by Zwanzig [20] or Kalinay and Percus [85]. In the present situation of biased diffusion in
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confined structures, the spatially dependent diffusion coefficient proposed by Kalinay and
Percus doesn’t provide a higher accuracy as the use of DRR (x), proposed by Reguera and
Rubi. Therefore, we are considering the later proposal of a spatially dependent diffusion
coefficient [22] for our analytical expression for the transport characteristics.
Comparison
For a fixed confined periodic system the analytical expressions for the transport characteristics, the nonlinear mobility and effective diffusion coefficient with a spatially dependent diffusion coefficient in terms of the scaling parameter f are given by Eq. (4.7)
and Eq. (4.8).
The expression for the nonlinear mobility µ(f ) is
µ(f ) =

hẋi
1 1 − e−f
,
= Z 1
f
f
dx I(x)

(4.7a)

0

with the integral function I(x)
eA(x)
I(x) =
D(x)

Z

x

dy e−A(y) .

(4.7b)
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Figure 4.9: Graph for the nonlinear mobility for the periodic potential ω(x) = (1/2π) sin(2πx) +
(1.02/2π). In the Langevin simulation the different symbols correspond to different values of T /TR :
0.01 (crosses), 0.1 (pluses), 0.2 (squares), 0.4 (triangles). The relative error of the simulation results is
0.01. The analytical results, Eq. (4.7), correspond to the solid lines. The inset depicts the long range
behavior (the dotted line depicts the numerical results). The numerical values for the nonlinear mobility
approach, in the limit f → ∞, the value 1 (dashed horizontal line).

Fig. 4.9 shows the nonlinear mobility as a function of the scaling parameter. By
defining this universal scaling parameter all the curves in Fig. 4.5(a) collapse into one
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single one. The nonlinear mobility increases monotonically with the scaling parameter
f := F L/kB T . Since, by definition, a decrease of f means an increase of kB T , the
nonlinear mobility decreases. The same behavior we have observed in the average particle
current as a function of thermal noise, see Fig. 4.5. For very large values of the scaling
parameter f the nonlinear mobility approaches to the value 1, i.e., the deterministic
limit.
The corresponding effective diffusion coefficient,

Deff =

Z

1

dx

0

Z

·Z

x

dz N(x, z, f )

x−1
1

0

,

¸3
dx I(x)

(4.8a)

where the function N(x, z, f ) is
N(x, z, f ) =

D(z) [A(x)−A(z)]
e
[I(z)]2 .
D(x)

(4.8b)
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Figure 4.10: Same as in Fig. 4.9, but for the effective diffusion coefficient. The relative error of the
simulation results is 0.1. The analytical results, Eq. (4.8), correspond to the solid lines. The inset
depicts the long range behavior (the dotted line depicts the numerical results). In the limit f → ∞, the
numerical values for the scaled effective diffusion coefficient approach to the value 1 (dashed horizontal
line).

Another interesting effect can be observed for the effective diffusion if considered as
a function of the force f , see Fig. 4.10. Similar to that of non-linear mobility, all the
curves in Fig. 4.5(b) collapse into one single one obeying the scaling behavior. Already
the expression for the effective diffusion, Eq. (4.8), which follows rigorously from the onedimensional kinetic equation displays a maximum as a function of f which may even
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exceed the bare diffusion, see Fig. 4.10. For f → ∞ the effective diffusion coefficient
approaches to the value 1. This behavior was already discussed in the previous section
Fig. 4.7.
We can see from the figures (Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10) that, the equilibrium assumption holds perfectly in confined structures where the entropic nature is more dominant.
Transport characteristics can be tuned by a single scaling parameter f . The approximation method holds nicely up to a large value of this scaling parameter and it starts
to fail as f increases. For f → ∞ the scaled nonlinear mobility and effective diffusion
coefficient values different from the unity. The accuracy of the one-dimensional kinetic
description worsens at large f because the assumption of equilibration in the transverse
direction, which supports the elimination of the transverse coordinate(s), fails if applied
bias becomes too strong. The accuracy can substantially improve when the shape of the
channel does not change too fast, i.e., when |ω ′ (x)| is smaller (smooth channels). We
focus on this aspect in the following chapter.

4.4 Applications
An example in which the entropic nature of the transport becomes more evident is the
case of micro and nanoporous materials such as zeolites. These materials exhibit a regular structure with channels of different width and well-defined geometry. This peculiar
structure confers them an outstanding ability to act as molecular sieves that is currently
exploited in chemically clean separation of mixtures, ion exchange and petrochemical
cracking. Driven by their economic and scientific importance, these materials have been
studied extensively experimentally and, more recently, by computer simulations. For
instance, the diffusion has been found to decrease with temperature in some range of
temperatures [58]; and the existence of an optimal value of the diffusion as a function
of the temperature has also been observed [59]. In fact, the dependence of the effective
diffusion coefficient on temperature reported in Ref. [59] behaves just as the one predicted here with Fig. 4.6. Finally, values of diffusion coefficients higher than the bulk,
consistent with the phenomenon of diffusion enhancement predicted by our model have
also been reported [60]. Our model thus accounts for all these behaviors and shows that
they are not specific for a particular zeolites structure but rather arise from the entropic
nature of the transport.

4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have examined the one-dimensional kinetic description in the presence
of an applied bias with an arbitrary 2D channel. First, we analyzed the diffusion process
in the considered geometry by means of accurate numerical simulations and identified
different transport behaviors. If the entropic nature is more dominant, we observe a
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different temperature dependence which is quite unusual compared to a purely energetic
system. The average particle current decreases upon increasing thermal noise strength
kB T which is in contrast to that we observe in purely energetic systems [75]. We observed
an enhancement in the effective diffusion coefficient, similarly to the case of purely
energetic systems, and notice that the maximum effective diffusion coefficient always
exceeds the bulk diffusion constant.
We have compared these analytical predictions with numerical simulations for the
transport coefficients, the non-linear mobility and effective diffusion coefficient, in terms
of the proposed scaling parameter f := F L/kB T , noticing an excellent agreement up to
a very large scaling parameter. We found out that tuning the scaling parameter f , we
can effectively control the transport properties by modifying either the strength of the
applied bias F/FR or the thermal noise strength kB T , which is a genuine property of
entropic systems. In the case of a purely energetic system, these quantities F/FR and
kB T enter as independent parameters.
However, for a large scaling parameter f , the one-dimensional kinetic description starts
to fail. This can be improved for instance, if the roughness of the channel is not very
extreme, i.e for rather smooth channels the one-dimensional kinetic description provides
a very good approximation to the transport for values of the external work of some tens
of kB T ’s. In fact, this is the range of energies relevant to most transport processes in
biological systems [44, 49, 50, 56].
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Role of geometrical confinement

The applicability of the one-dimensional kinetic description for a fixed geometry with an
arbitrary smoothness has been discussed in the previous chapter. The diffusion process
in a given confined structure can be calculated accurately with the use of the onedimensional kinetic equation for small scaling parameters f . In the range of moderate
values of f the one-dimensional kinetic description still leads to reasonable results but
the relative error is slightly higher. On further increase in f the one-dimensional kinetic
description starts to fail, and in the regime of very large f (f → ∞) it cannot capture
the adequate values for the non-linear mobility and effective diffusion coefficient.
The one-dimensional kinetic description has been constructed based on the equilibrium assumption along the transverse direction(s), which in principle holds for smooth
channels, i.e., if the shape of the geometry does not change too fast. However, the
use of a spatially dependent diffusion coefficient may extend the applicability of the
one-dimensional kinetic description to moderately rough channels.
In the modified Fick-Jacobs description for the derivation of an effective onedimensional kinetic equation, given by Zwanzig [20], the slope of the channel wall is
the only parameter which can control applicability of the one-dimensional description.
However, the bottleneck width at the channel opening also plays an important role. As
we have discussed in chap 1 (Fig. 1.5) the electrical signature of the macromolecules or
individual species may be widely effected by the width of the bottleneck opening of the
nanopore [14, 15, 48, 49]. In fact, for narrow openings the macromolecule could jam
in front of the bottleneck and may not pass through the pore [48, 49]. This implies
that the geometric structure and degree of confinement play an important role in the
accuracy and applicability of the one-dimensional kinetic description. Therefore, we discuss the impact of the slope of the geometry and the bottleneck width on the transport
characteristics in more detail in the following.
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5.1 Geometric scaling of the structure
The shape of the geometry under consideration, is given by the function
ω(x) = a sin(2πx) + b ,

(5.1)

The parameters a and b decide the maximal width 2wmax and minimal bottleneck width
2wmin of the channel. In addition, a controls the slope of the geometry since it enters in
the first derivative of ω(x).

F~
2wmax

y

2wmin
x
L

Figure 5.1: Geometry of a single channel with the periodicity L, where the shape of the structure
is defined by Eq. (5.1). In the geometry, wmax defines the maximal half-width and wmin defines the
minimal bottleneck half-width. The constant applied bias F acts along the length of the channel.

• minimal bottleneck half-width : wmin = b − a ,

b >a

• maximal half-width : wmax = b + a
which implies
wmax + wmin
wmax − wmin
and b =
.
2
2
Note that, these widths are scaled with the period length L. We can rewrite the expression, Eq. (5.1), in terms of wmax and wmin reading
a=

wmax − wmin
wmax + wmin
sin(2πx) +
.
(5.2)
2
2
The width ratio 1 , being a dimensionless constant, is defined as the ratio of minimal
bottleneck half width to the maximal half-width, and reads
wmin
,
0 < ǫ ≤ 1.
(5.3)
ǫ=
wmax
ω(x) =

1

Note: Here, the symbol ǫ has nothing to do with the geometric series in Eq. (3.16) and Eq. (3.18)
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The case wmin = 0, which implies ǫ = 0, refers to a closed single cell, and wmin = wmax ,
implying ǫ = 1, refers to a flat channel. The general form of the geometric function in
terms of the maximal half-width wmax and the width ratio ǫ reads
wmax
ω(x) =
(1 − ǫ)
2

½
¾
1+ǫ
sin(2πx) +
.
1−ǫ

(5.4)

Thus, by altering wmax and ǫ in the above expression for the geometric function,
the confinement of the geometry can be varied. Therefore, we modify wmax and ǫ,
systematically, by considering two cases: Geometric scaling I and Geometric scaling II.
In the former case, we modify the maximal half-width wmax by keeping the width ratio
ǫ as constant, i.e., since ǫ = wmin /wmax we modify the minimal bottleneck half-width
wmin as well in order to maintain ǫ value constant. In the later case, we change the
width ratio ǫ by keeping the maximal half-width wmax constant.

5.1.1 Geometric scaling I
In Geometric scaling I, lowering wmax makes the geometry smooth and the applicability
of the one-dimensional description may improve.

y

F~

x
L
Figure 5.2: Geometry of a single channel with the periodicity L, and for different maximal half-widths
wmax and for a constant width ratio ǫ (Eq. (5.3)). The shape of the structure is defined by Eq. (5.4).
The constant applied bias F acts along the length of the channel.

Fig. 5.2 illustrates the considered geometric structure with different maximal halfwidths wmax , where the width ratio ǫ remaining constant. Note that, a smaller wmax
corresponds to smoother channel (less confined geometry) and larger wmax corresponds
to rough channel (more confined geometry).
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Transport characteristics
Transport characteristics for Geometric scaling I with different smoothness are analyzed
in the following.
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Figure 5.3: Numerically determined temperature dependence of the average particle current (a) and
the effective diffusion coefficient (b) for the two-dimensional channel with the shape defined by Eq. (5.4),
at the force value: F/FR = 0.628 and for different smoothness of the channel, i.e., for different values
of the maximal half-width wmax . Black line: wmax = 2.02; blue line: wmax = 2.02/π; green line:
wmax = 2.02/2π; red line: wmax = 2.02/3π.

From Fig. 5.3 we can extract the influence of geometrical smoothness and also the
impact of the system’s entropic nature on transport characteristics. Since temperature controls the strength of entropic potential, the average particle current decreases
upon increasing temperature, Fig. 5.3(a). The effective diffusion coefficient exhibits a
striking peak over a range of temperatures, Fig. 5.3(b). As the geometry smoothness
increases, i.e., lowering wmax , the strength of entropic potential reduces. The influence
of geometrical roughness on transport characteristics becomes more visible when the
behavior of the effective diffusion coefficient as a function of thermal noise is considered.
In rough structures, referring to large values of maximal half-width wmax , the effective
diffusion coefficient is greatly enhanced. Another important feature we can extract from
Fig. 5.3(b) is that over a range of temperatures the effective diffusion coefficient increases
upon decreasing temperature, and this feature is more visible in rough structures.
Fig. 5.4 depicts the comparison between results obtained from the numerical simulations and analytical predictions for the non-linear mobility and effective diffusion
coefficient, as a function of the scaling parameter f , for different smoothness of the
channel. The qualitative behavior of non-linear mobility, Fig. 5.4(a), is same for any
value of maximal half-width wmax . But the range of validity, in terms of the scaling
parameter f , in which the numerical results and the analytical predictions agree, varies
by changing wmax . For wmax = 2.02 the range of validity is up to the scaling parameter
value of ∼ 10 and for wmax = 2.02/2π it is ∼ 50. The value increases further more by
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Figure 5.4: Numerically simulated (symbols) and analytically calculated (lines) dependence of the
nonlinear mobility µ(f ) vs. the scaling parameter f is depicted in (a) for the two-dimensional channel
with the shape defined by Eq. (5.4), with different maximal half-widths wmax . The corresponding scaled
effective diffusion coefficient as a function of the scaling parameter f for the same values of wmax is
depicted in (b).

decreasing wmax value.
The effective diffusion coefficient, Fig. 5.4(b), exhibits a striking peak over a range
of scaling parameter values. This characteristic feature has been encountered before in
chapter 4 (see Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.10). The main observation from Fig. 5.4(b) is that for
large values of maximal half-width wmax the effective diffusion is enhanced, and exceeds
the bulk diffusion constant. This phenomena can be observed also in the case of purely
energetic systems [76, 77, 79, 81]. In Fig. 5.4(b) the maximum of effective diffusion
reduces upon increasing the smoothness of the geometry.
From Fig. 5.4 we can conclude that the one-dimensional description holds nicely for
rather smooth channels, and the validity range depends on the quantity we consider. It
is due to the fact that the non-linear mobility corresponds to the first moment in x and
effective diffusion coefficient corresponds to the second moment in x.
Péclet number and Q factor
In order to obtain more information of entropic nature of the geometry on transport
characteristics we consider a quantity called Péclet number Pe [87–89] expressed in terms
of the scaling parameter f = F L/kB T . Originally, the Péclet number was used in the
context of heat transfer in fluids, and defined as the ratio of heat transfer in horizontal
direction of the fluid surface to the diffusion [87–89]. Large Péclet numbers correspond
to ordered and directed motion whereas small Péclet numbers correspond to irregular
motion. For the considered system the Péclet number in terms of scaling parameter f
reads:
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Pe =

hẋi
µ
=
f.
Def f
Def f

(5.5)

The inverse of Péclet number is called Q− factor (in the context of chromatography,
it’s called retention parameter) and is defined as

Q=

2
.
Pe

(5.6)
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Figure 5.5: Numerically determined the Péclet number Pe , panel (a), and Q−factor, panel (b), as a
function of the scaling parameter f for the two-dimensional channel with the shape defined by Eq. (5.4),
with different maximal half-widths wmax . Black line: wmax = 2.02; blue line: wmax = 2.02/π; green
line: wmax = 2.02/2π; red line: wmax = 2.02/3π. The behaviors of the Péclet number and Q−factor are
shown in (a) and (b), respectively, in dashed black line for the flat channel geometry.

Fig. 5.5 depicts the influence of confinement of the geometry when compared to a flat
channel. As one could expect, in the case of a more confined geometry, i.e., large values
of wmax , the non-linear mobility µ is less, which leads to an increase of Q. For smooth
channels, corresponding to small values of maximal half-width wmax , system exhibits
better transport close to the free case, correspond to the dynamics in a flat geometry.
In this case the irregular nature of the Brownian particles is less leads to small diffusion.
An interesting feature we can observe from the behavior of these quantities is that,
over a wide range of scaling parameters f = F L/kB T there is a decrease in Q (and an
increase in Pe ) upon increasing noise strength kB T . This corresponds to a decrease in
the effective diffusion coefficient upon increasing temperature (this we can see clearly in
Fig. 5.3(b)), a feature which is rather obvious in more confined structures.
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5.1.2 Geometric scaling II
In the analysis for a given geometric structure the ratio of the maximal width to the
minimal bottleneck width has been maintained as a constant so far whereas in the
following, this ratio is subject to alternation, i.e., we fix the maximal width of the
geometry to the value 2.02 and vary the minimal bottleneck width as shown in Fig. 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: Geometry of a single channel with the periodicity L, for different minimal bottleneck
half-widths wmin and at a constant maximal half-width wmax . The shape of the structure is defined by
Eq. (5.4). The constant applied bias F acts along the length of the channel.

Fig. 5.6 illustrates the geometric structure with different values for the width ratio ǫ
and a constant maximal width 2 wmax . Small ǫ correspond to a narrow bottleneck width
of the channel opening, and vice versa. ǫ = 1.0 corresponds to the flat channel geometry.
Transport characteristics
An increase in the width of the bottleneck of the geometry, while the maximal width of
the channel kept constant, reduces the strength of the entropic nature of the system.
Fig. 5.7 shows how the influence of entropic barriers reduce systematically as we increase the bottleneck width of the geometry. The influence of entropic nature of the
system is high for small values of the width ratio ǫ leading to a decrease in the average particle current, and the effective diffusion coefficient exhibits a peculiar behavior.
A similar behavior has been encountered also in Geometric scaling I (Fig. 5.3). The
strength of entropic nature of the system starts to decrease upon increasing the value of
the width ratio ǫ. At moderate values of ǫ we can still observe a decrease in the average
particle current but the peculiarity in the diffusional behavior, i.e., increase in the effective diffusion coefficient upon decreasing the thermal noise, starts to vanish. On further
increase in the width ratio ǫ, i.e., moving to a flat channel geometry, the influence of
entropic barriers is almost negligible. The average particle current tends to reach the
value of applied bias (hẋi → F ) for any value of noise strength, see the black dotted
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Figure 5.7: Numerically determined temperature dependence of the average particle current (a) and
effective diffusion coefficient (b) for a symmetric two-dimensional channel with the shape defined by
Eq. (5.4) at the force value F/FR = 0.628, and for various values of the width ratio ǫ. Red line : ǫ = 0.3
; green line : ǫ = 0.074 ; blue line : ǫ = 0.01 ; black line : ǫ = 0.0025. The behaviors of the average
particle current and effective diffusion coefficient are shown in (a) and (b), respectively, in dashed black
line for the flat channel geometry (i.e., for the width ratio ǫ = 1).

line in Fig. 5.7(a). The effective diffusion coefficient tends to reach the bare diffusion
constant.
Fig. 5.8 shows the behavior of the scaled nonlinear mobility and the effective diffusion coefficient as a function of the scaling parameter f for various values of the width
ratio ǫ. For a very small value of ǫ, a less number of Brownian particles diffuse to the
neighboring cells, which results in reduced mobility and also less effective diffusion. The
non-linear mobility increases with the width ratio ǫ (see Fig. 5.8(a)). The effective diffusion coefficient also increases due to hindering of particles in every cell which leads to
a border distribution in the steady-state probability density. System approaches the flat
channel geometry when the value of ǫ is increases further. In that case, the value of the
non linear mobility tends to reach one, and the effective diffusion would reach the bare
diffusion constant, for any value of the scaling parameter f .
Péclet number and Q factor
Fig. 5.9 shows the behavior’s of the Péclet number and the Q factor for the considered
geometry with different bottleneck widths, as a function of scaling parameter f . The
peak value in Q factor (correspondingly, the optimal value in Péclet number) varies as
the value of the width ratio ǫ increases, see Fig. 5.9. We didn’t encounter this feature
in the previous case of Geometric scaling I, but we are going to discuss it in more detail
in the following section, comparing the behavior of the effective diffusion coefficient in
both scenarios Geometric scaling I and Geometric scaling II.
Interestingly, in Geometric scaling II, very small bottleneck openings lead to less
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Figure 5.8: Numerically simulated (symbols) and analytically calculated (lines) dependence of the
nonlinear mobility µ(f ) as a function of the scaling parameter f is depicted in (a) for the two-dimensional
channel with the shape defined by Eq. (5.4), and for various values of the width ratio ǫ. The corresponding
scaled effective diffusion coefficient as a function of the scaling parameter f for the same ǫ values is
depicted in (b).
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Figure 5.9: Numerically determined the Péclet number as a function of the scaling parameter f for
different values of the width ratio ǫ is depicted in (a) for the two-dimensional channel with the shape
defined by Eq. (5.4), and for various values of the width ratio ǫ. Solid black line : ǫ = 0.0025; solid
blue line : ǫ = 0.01; solid green line : ǫ = 0.074; solid red line : ǫ = 0.3. The corresponding Q factor
as a function of scaling parameter f for the same values ǫ depicted in (b). The behaviors of the Péclet
number and Q−factor are shown in (a) and (b), respectively, in dashed black line for the flat channel
geometry. (i.e., for the width ratio ǫ = 1).
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diffusion, lower values of Q and higher Péclet numbers. This suggests that system may
exhibit a better transport. An increase of the width ratio ǫ spoils the quality of transport
by increasing Q and decreasing Péclet number. On further increase of the width ratio ǫ
the quality of transport is improved again, see Fig. 5.9. Thus, by varying the width ratio
ǫ one can encounter different transport regimes, i.e., at a particular scaling parameter f ,
by changing ǫ one can tune the quality of transport, see Fig. 5.9. However, in practice,
it is the other way around: The optimal transport regime is reached via controlling f
while ǫ is given for a specific system. This feature is slightly visible in Fig. 5.9 and it is
even more pronounced in very rough geometries, see Fig. 5.5.

5.2 Enhancement of the effective diffusion in confined
geometries
The diffusion process in Geometric scaling II is quite different from that in Geometric scaling I. In order to gain a deeper understanding, we are analyzing the diffusion
behaviors in both scenarios in the following.
Geometric scaling I

Geometric scaling II
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Figure 5.10: Numerically determined the behavior of the effective diffusion coefficient in Geometric
scaling I (a) and in Geometric scaling II (b) as a function of the scaling parameter f . Panel (a) corresponds to Geometric scaling I with different maximal half-widths. Black line: wmax = 2.02; Blue line:
wmax = 2.02/2.0; Green line: wmax = 2.02/3.0; Red line: wmax = 2.02/2π. Panel (b) corresponds to
Geometric scaling II for different values of the width ratio ǫ. Black line: ǫ = 0.025; Blue line: ǫ = 0.01;
Green line: ǫ = 0.075; Red line: ǫ = 0.3.

From Fig. 5.10 we can observe that the diffusion behavior is quite different in each
geometrical structure. It may depend on many factors such as the slope of the structure, the width of the channel opening, the strength of the applied bias, and thermal
noise present in the system. The maximum effective diffusion a geometry could exhibit depends on both the maximal half-width and the bottleneck opening whereas the
maximum can appear at different scaling parameter values. In Geometric scaling I, the
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Figure 5.11: Numerically determined the behavior of the maximum effective diffusion coefficient as
a function of the maximal half-width in Geometric scaling I (a), and in Geometric scaling II (b) for
different values of the width ratio ǫ.

maximum effective diffusion coefficient (the peak value in Fig. 5.10(a)) decreases as the
maximal half-width decreasing. In Geometric scaling II, the maximum effective diffusion coefficient (the peak value in Fig. 5.10(b)) exhibits a peculiar behavior. Initially,
it increases by increasing the width ratio ǫ, but then it starts to decrease upon further
increase of ǫ. There is an optimal value where the system exhibits an higher effective
diffusion coefficient. We can extract this maximum value (e.g. from Fig. 5.10), for both
Geometric scaling I and Geometric scaling II.
Fig. 5.11(a) shows the maximum effective diffusion coefficient as a function of the
maximal half-width in Geometric scaling I. The maximum value of the effective diffusion coefficient (peak value) decreases monotonically as the maximal half-width of the
geometry decreases, i.e., by increasing the smoothness of the geometry, (see Fig. 5.11(a)).
This is due to the decreasing influence of entropic barriers upon an increase of geometry smoothness. Thus, the hindrance of particles in every cell during the propagation
decreases leading a decrease in the effective diffusion coefficient.
Fig. 5.11(b) shows the maximum effective diffusion exhibited in Geometric scaling II
for different values of the width ratio ǫ. In the range of ǫ = [0, 1], the maximum effective
diffusion coefficient initially increases, reaches the maximum, then starts to decrease and
tends to approach unity which corresponds to the bare diffusion constant. The effective
diffusion peak is found at the width ratio ǫ ∼ 0.075 (see Fig. 5.11). In order to understand
this nature we should keep in mind that we are moving from a closed system, to a confined
system and finally reaching a flat channel geometry. The described above can then be
understood as follows: For a closed system with zero bottleneck widths, particles are
confined within a single cell irrespectively of the strength of the applied bias. In the
steady-state limit both the average particle current and the effective diffusion coefficient
vanish. Increasing the bottleneck width allows movement of particles from one cell to
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an other which leads to an increase in the average particle current (correspondingly
the non-linear mobility) and also the effective diffusion. This increase in the effective
diffusion, due to the fact that some portion of particles get stuck at the bottlenecks and
lag behind those are rapidly moved to the other cells, results in a broad distribution
over many number of cells with a large half-width. On further increase in the bottleneck
width of the geometry which means that we move towards a flat channel geometry,
the influence of entropic barriers vanishes. The maximum effective diffusion coefficient
starts to decrease, tending to approach the value of the bare diffusion constant, and the
non-linear mobility increases, tending to unity.
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Figure 5.12: The behavior of the maximum effective diffusion coefficient as a function of the width ratio
ǫ at two different values of the maximal half-width wmax . The solid black line corresponds to analytical
prediction for wmax = 2.02, the solid red line corresponds to analytical prediction for wmax = 2.02/2π.

The qualitative feature of raising and falling down of the maximum effective diffusion
can be captured analytically. Fig. 5.12 shows the maximum effective diffusion coefficient for different values of the width ratio ǫ with different maximal half-widths of the
geometry (see figure caption). The applicability of the one-dimensional kinetic description to very rough structures is limited, but the qualitative behavior of the maximum
effective diffusion, raising and falling down, can be observed in any constrained channel,
irrespectively of the smoothness.
Capturing the peak of maximum effective diffusion is not accessible, numerically, for
our choice of wmax = 2.02/2π. The lowest accessible value of the width ratio ǫ is 0.001,
which means the bottleneck width is 1000 times smaller than the maximal width of
the channel, and any value beyond it is quite hard to reach. The numerical value of
the position of the maximum effective diffusion peak (for wmax = 2.02) is found at a
different value of the width ratio ǫ and is different from the analytical prediction. This
is of course due to the failure of the one-dimensional kinetic description for very rough
channels. For rather smooth channels, the agreement between the analytics and the
numerics is better, see Fig. 5.12.
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5.3 Summary
In this chapter, the geometric structure of a confined system has been modified in two
different ways in order to vary the degree of confinement, named Geometric scaling I and
Geometric scaling II. The transport characteristics have been analyzed in both cases,
and the applicability of the one-dimensional kinetic description has been observed. In
Geometric scaling I, as the channel maximal half-width decreases, the range of the
applicability of our one-dimensional kinetic description increases. In Geometric scaling
II, for a fixed maximal half-width of the geometry, the range of applicability is just
moderate for small values of the width ratio ǫ corresponding to small bottleneck widths,
and the validity range decreases upon increasing the width ratio ǫ value.
We have encountered that the diffusion process is different in Geometric scaling I and
Geometric scaling II. In Geometric scaling I, as the maximal half-width of the geometry
decreases the particle diffusion decreases. In Geometric scaling II, as we move from
a very confined geometry to a flat channel geometry the diffusion process exhibits a
peculiar behavior.
In both geometric scalings, during the crossover region from a purely energetic regime
to entropy dominated regime, optimal transport could be observed, suggesting that by
increasing kB T the system may exhibit better transport, i.e., larger Péclet number or
smaller Q− factor. Tuning the parameters ǫ, kB T and the maximal half-width wmax ,
one can effectively regulate the transport characteristics in these confined geometries.
However, in general, controlling the width ratio ǫ and the maximal half-width wmax of
the geometry may not be feasible, but, tuning the scaling parameter f one can arrive at
an optimal transport regime.
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6
The hypothesis of equilibration and validity
conditions
Diffusion processes in confined structures in the range of small applied bias can be calculated accurately with the use of the one-dimensional kinetic equation. The applicability
of the one-dimensional kinetic equation increases as the smoothness of the geometry
increases and it is more accurate in geometries with small bottleneck openings. The
one-dimensional kinetic description fails at very high values of the scaling parameter f .
On the other hand, it doesn’t make any sense to apply the approximative method which
is based on an assumption that demands an uniform distribution of the particles along
the transverse direction(s) of the geometric structure at large f values. In this regime the
impact of the geometrical constraints is almost negligible. Therefore, if we can construct
a tailored criteria (in other words the limits of applicability) for the one-dimensional
kinetic description, in terms of the applied bias, smoothness and the bottleneck width of
the channel then, we can apply it more safely to calculate the transport characteristics
in confined systems.
Since, the applicability and accuracy of the one-dimensional kinetic description depends on the smoothness and the bottleneck width of the channel, in the following
we are examining more deeply the diffusion processes in both Geometric scaling I and
Geometric scaling II.

6.1 Equilibrium conditions in Geometric scaling I
Here, we consider a two-dimensional periodic structure with different maximal halfwidths (wmax ) and a constant width ratio ǫ, i.e., Geometric scaling I (Fig. 5.2). First, we
take a rather rough structure, and analyze the steady-state distribution of the particles
inside the cell at different values of the scaling parameter f . Later, we fix the scaling
parameter f to a moderate value, and vary the maximal half-width wmax of the geometry
to analyze the steady-state distributions.
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6.1.1 Fixed channel geometry
In this section, we examine the diffusion process in a geometry with a fixed maximal
half-width wmax and a fixed width ratio ǫ. Shape of the geometrical structure is defined
by the function
wmax
(1 − ǫ)
ω(x) =
2

½
¾
1+ǫ
sin(2πx) +
.
1−ǫ

Steady-state particle distribution
Here, we check the steady-state distribution of the particles at different scaling parameter
values. During the evolution process, at a given circumstance, each particle may cross
many number of cells, to reach the steady-state. Since, the channel is periodic, for the
convenience, we map the positions of all the particles into a single cell.

Figure 6.1: Steady-state particle distribution mapped into a single cell of a 2D channel with the
maximal half-width wmax = 2.02, for the width ratio ǫ = 101 and for different values of the scaling
parameter f . Upper left panel: f = 0.2; upper right panel: f = 3.0; lower left panel: f = 7.0; lower
right panel: f = 50.

Fig. 6.1 shows the steady-state distribution of the Brownian particles mapped into
a single cell, in a rough channel (wmax = 2.02) at different values of the scaling parameter f . At small scaling parameter values, particles distribute uniformly along the
transverse direction at every position of x along the channel satisfying the equilibrium
assumption (see upper left panel in Fig. 6.1). Therefore, for this parameter range, the
one-dimensional description is expected to hold nicely. With increasing the scaling parameter f , there is still a large number of particles which could exhibit almost an uniform
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distribution in the transverse direction to satisfy the equilibrium assumption but may
be with some small error (see upper right panel in Fig. 6.1).
On further increase of the scaling parameter f the Brownian particles tend to focus
at the middle of the channel because the work done on the particles is greater than
the thermal noise present in the system, which leads a spread out in the longitudinal
direction (see lower left panel in Fig. 6.1). For very high values of the scaling parameter
f , the Brownian particles are almost focused at the middle of the channel and obtaining
an uniform distribution along the transverse direction is then not possible. At this stage,
the equilibrium assumption completely fails (see lower right panel in Fig. 6.1).
We can observe another feature from Fig. 6.1, namely, the accumulation of the Brownian particles at the exit of the cell. This feature can be observed for moderate to large
scaling parameter values. This accumulation is due to, if a Brownian particle enters a
cell through the bottleneck, the applied bias tries to drag the particle in it’s direction
(a straight line motion) and at the same time the thermal noise tries to deviate the
straight line motion by giving freedom to the Brownian particle. Therefore, as a result
the Brownian particle stick to the channel wall at the exit of the cell, and it takes some
time to move to the next cell. This behavior play an important role in the diffusion
process and results in enhancement of the effective diffusion coefficient. Practically, this
feature is more pronounced in rough channels due to high confinement.
For scaling parameters f → ∞, the Brownian particles would not feel any boundaries.
It is then a direct transport and the accumulation at the exit of the channel practically
disappears. The later is true in any kind of channel whether it is rough or smooth. A
more detailed analysis on distribution of the Brownian particles could be provided by
checking the normalized steady-state probability distributions in the transverse and in
the channel directions.
Probability distribution along the transverse direction
In this section we analyze the normalized steady-state probability distribution in the
transverse direction at a given x− position. The expression is given by
Pxst (y) := Z

P st (x, y)
ω(x)

,

(6.1)

st

dy P (x, y)

−ω(x)

where P st (x, y) is the 2D steady-state probability distribution and Pxst (y) is the local distribution of the Brownian particles, at a given x, between the lower (−ω(x)) and
upper boundary (ω(x)).
Fig. 6.2 depicts the steady-state probability distribution of the Brownian particles at
three different locations along the channel, i.e., at x = 0.2, x = 0.5 and x = 0.8, for
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Figure 6.2: Normalized steady-state probability distribution of the particles in the y− direction (see
Eq. (6.1)) for different values of the scaling parameter f , at different positions along the length of a 2D
channel with the maximal half-width wmax = 2.02 and the width ratio ǫ = 101. x = 0.2 (panel (a)),
x = 0.5 (panel (b)) and x = 0.8 (panel (c)). The grey regions indicate the outside of the channel.

different values of the scaling parameter f . At x = 0.5 where ω ′ (x) = 0 (at the middle
of the channel) the Pxst (y) is flat, for small values of f , indicating a perfect uniform
distribution (box distribution) in the transverse direction. However, at x = 0.2 and
x = 0.8, the system is not completely equilibrated and Pxst (y) is bell shaped. Notice
that, for x = 0.2 and x = 0.8, the distributions are very much similar for small values
of f , but as f value increases the distributions are different, corroborating that the
equilibration depends on ω ′ (x)2 , and not just on ω ′ (x).
For moderate values of the scaling parameter f , as we observed in Fig. 6.1, a perfect
uniform distribution along the transverse direction is quite hard and the particles tend to
gather at the middle of the channel resulting in a bell shape distribution. At very large
force strengths, particles concentrate along the axis of the channel. In this situation,
the assumption of equilibration along the transverse direction fails completely. The
Brownian particles would only feel the presence of the boundaries when they are close
to the bottlenecks. Hence, in the limit of very large force values, the influence of the
entropic barriers practically disappears. In this limit, the correction in the diffusion
coefficient leading to a spatial dependency, i.e., D(x), overestimates the influence of the
entropic barriers.
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Probability distribution along the channel direction
In this section we analyze the normalized steady-state probability distribution of the
particles in the channel direction. The expression is given by

P st (x) := Z

0

Z

ω(x)

dyP st (x, y)

−ω(x)
Z ω(x)
L

dx

,

(6.2)

st

dy P (x, y)

−ω(x)

where P st (x, y) is the 2D steady-state probability distribution and P st (x) is the normalized marginal steady-state distribution over a period length.
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Figure 6.3: Normalized steady-state probability distribution of the particles along the length of the
channel P st (x) for different values of the scaling parameter f . Here, the channel maximal half-width
wmax = 2.02 and the width ratio ǫ = 101.

Fig. 6.3 depicts the normalized steady-state probability distribution of the Brownian
particles in the x-direction at various scaling parameter values. At very low values of the
scaling parameter f , particles are uniformly distributed over the period length and the
normalized probability distribution P st (x) scales with the cross-section of the channel.
On increasing the scaling parameter f , the distribution P st (x) exhibits an uneven shape
and the mean position of P st (x) starts to shift towards the exit of the cell. For large
values of the scaling parameter f , particles accumulate in front of the bottleneck. A
similar behavior we have encountered in Fig. 6.1. On further increase in f , P st (x) is
almost constant over a wide range of x− values, indicating a minor influence of the shape
of the structure on the dynamics of the particles. For f → ∞ the plateau extends and
covers the whole period. In this situation, a deterministic treatment of the 2D problem
leads to adequate results.
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6.1.2 Influence of the channel smoothness
In the previous section, we analyzed the distribution of the Brownian particles inside a
cell in a rough channel, and in the following, we do the same but changing the maximal half-width wmax of the channel by keeping both the width ratio ǫ and the scaling
parameter f constant.
Steady-state particle distribution

Figure 6.4: Steady-state distribution of the particles mapped into a single period of a 2D channel
with the width ratio ǫ = 101, at the scaling parameter value f = 24.0 and for different values the
maximal half-widths. Upper left panel: wmax = 2.02; upper right panel: wmax = 2.02/π; lower left
panel: wmax = 2.02/2π; lower right panel: wmax = 2.02/3π. Note that, even though each panel is
corresponds to different maximal half-widths of the channel, for better visual perceptibility the mapped
single cells are presented in the same scale.

Fig. 6.4 shows the steady-state probability distribution of the Brownian particles,
inside a single cell, for the channel geometries with different smoothness. In the present
case the scaling parameter f is fixed to a moderate value (f = 24.0). Upper left panel in
Fig. 6.4 corresponds to the distribution of the particles in a rough channel (wmax = 2.02)
and as we have observed previously, particles would not exhibit an uniform distribution
along the transverse direction. At this stage particles exhibit a more direct transport,
but still one could observe an accumulation at the exit of the cell because f is not
extremely high.
The situation improves slowly as the maximal half-width of the channel decreases. In
Fig. 6.4, moving from upper left panel to bottom right panel in Z like motion, particles
tend to distribute uniformly along the transverse direction. In the bottom left panel
of Fig. 6.4, corresponding to the maximal width wmax = 2.02/3π, particles exhibit an
uniform distribution along the transverse direction, and the equilibrium assumption can
satisfy. At this stage the one-dimensional kinetic description leads to better results, may
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be with a very small relative error. The situation may improve drastically by further
increasing the smoothness of the channel.
From Fig. 6.4 we see clearly, that as the maximal half-width of the channel decreases
the applicability of the one-dimensional kinetic description increases. Similar to the
situation that we encountered in the previous section, the distribution of the Brownian
particles is not the same at every x− position along the channel direction in any geometric
structure. For further details on the distribution of the Brownian particles along the
transverse direction and along the length of the channel, we analyze the situation in
more detail as like in the previous section.
Probability distribution along the transverse direction
Here, we analyze the probability distribution of the Brownian particles along the transverse direction of the cell for different maximal half-widths of the channel. The mathematical expression is given by Eq. (6.1).
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Figure 6.5: Normalized steady-state probability distribution of particles in the y− direction (see
Eq. (6.1)) for different values of the maximal half-widths wmax , at different positions along the length
of a 2D channel with the width ratio ǫ = 101 and the scaling parameter f = 24.0. x = 0.2 (panel (a)),
x = 0.5 (panel (b)), and x = 0.8 (panel (c)). The grey regions indicate the outside of the channel. Note
that, each line in the graph corresponds to different maximal half-widths of the channel, but for better
visual perceptibility the widths (correspondingly the probability distributions) are maintained at same
scale.

Fig. 6.5 depicts the normalized steady-state probability distribution of the particles
at three different locations along the channel, i.e., at x = 0.2, x = 0.5 and x = 0.8,
with different maximal half-widths, and at the scaling parameter f = 24.0. For the
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maximal half-width wmax = 2.02, corresponding to a rough channel geometry, particles
do not exhibit an uniform distribution along the transverse direction at the middle
of the channel, i.e., at x = 0.5 (ω ′ (x) = 0). But as the smoothness of the channel
increases, i.e., decreasing wmax , particles begin to exhibit an uniform distribution (box
like distribution) along the transverse direction. For wmax = 2.02/3π, corresponding to
a smooth channel geometry, we can observe a perfect uniform distribution in Pxst (y), see
panel (b) in Fig. 6.5. At x = 0.2 and x = 0.8, the system is not equilibrated enough
for rough channels, i.e., for high values of wmax . Particles are mostly concentrated in
the middle of the cell (see panel (a) in Fig. 6.5). By decreasing wmax , the distribution
becomes broader. At x = 0.8, particles almost exhibit an uniform distribution along the
transverse direction for moderate smoothness of the channel (see panel (c) in Fig. 6.5).
At this position, accumulation feature at the exit of the cell starts to disappear as the
smoothness of the channel increasing (see panel (c) in Fig. 6.5).
Probability distribution along the channel direction
Here, we analyze the probability distribution of the Brownian particles along the channel
direction for different maximal half-widths of the channel. The mathematical expression
is given by Eq. (6.2).
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Figure 6.6: Normalized steady-state probability distribution of the particles along channel direction
P st (x), at the scaling parameter f = 24.0 and for different values the maximal half-widths. Here the
width ratio ǫ = 101. Note that, each line in the graph corresponds to different maximal half-widths of the
channel, but for better visual perceptibility the widths (correspondingly the probability distributions)
are maintained at the same scale.

Fig. 6.6 shows the normalized steady-state distribution of the Brownian particles in
the x− direction with different maximal widths, and at the scaling parameter value of
24.0. In rough channels, i.e., for high values of wmax , the distribution of the particles
along the channel direction is almost constant up to a moderate value of x, indicating
a minor influence of the shape of the structure on the dynamics of the particles. In
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this case, the particles do not explore the available space inside the cell, and do not
exhibit an uniform distribution along the transverse direction. It results, a failure of
the one-dimensional kinetic description. But the situation improves upon decreasing the
maximal half-width of the channel. For wmax = 2.02/3π particles tries to distribute
uniformly along the transverse direction, and not just accumulating at one position (see
Fig. 6.6). This situation improves even further by increasing the smoothness of the
channel. Thus, for rather smooth channels the one-dimensional description is expected
to provide accurate results.

6.2 Equilibrium conditions in Geometric scaling II
In this section, we consider geometry with a constant maximal half-width (wmax ) and for
different values of the width ratio ǫ, i.e., Geometric scaling II (Fig. 5.6). The expression
is given by
¾
½
wmax
1+ǫ
ω(x) =
,
(1 − ǫ) sin(2πx) +
2
1−ǫ
here the value of the maximal half-width is set to 2.02 (gives a rough geometry), and
for the analysis the value of scaling parameter f is 5.0. Like before, we analyze the
steady-state distributions of the particles in the channel geometry with different width
ratios.
Steady-state particle distribution

Figure 6.7: Steady-state particle distribution mapped into a single cell of a 2D channel with maximal
half-width wmax = 2.02, for the scaling parameter value f = 5.0 and for different values of the width
ratio ǫ. Upper left panel: ǫ = 0.005; upper right panel: ǫ = 0.01; lower left panel: ǫ = 0.05; lower right
panel: ǫ = 0.1.
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Fig. 6.7 shows the steady-state distribution of the Brownian particles mapped into
a single cell of a 2D channel with different values of the width ratio ǫ. For a very
small value of the width ratio ǫ, i.e., for very small bottleneck width, surprisingly, there
are enough number of particles which could exhibit an uniform distribution along the
transverse direction. But most of the particles gather at the exit of the cell. By increasing
the width ratio ǫ, i.e., increasing the bottleneck opening, particles follow more directed
transport which means, less number of particles occupy the extreme regions in the y−
direction, and most of the particles gather at the middle of the cell (see Fig. 6.7 bottom
panels). System exhibits an uniform distribution along the transverse direction up to
ǫ ∼ 0.05 (see Fig. 6.7 top panels and bottom left panel), and on further increase in ǫ spoils
the uniform distribution. For narrow openings, more number of particles reflect at the
channel walls close to the bottleneck. These particles resides a longer time inside a cell
and therefore have more time to explore diffusively the full region along the transverse
directions. Therefore, in Geometric scaling II, the one-dimensional description holds for
very small values of the width ratio ǫ and starts to fail as the ǫ value increases.
Probability distribution along the transverse direction
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Figure 6.8: Normalized steady-state probability distribution of the particles in the y-direction Pxst (y)
(see Eq. (6.1)) for different values of the width ratio ǫ, at different positions along the length of a 2D
channel with the maximal half-width wmax = 2.02 and the scaling parameter f = 5.0. x = 0.2 (panel
(a)), x = 0.5 (panel (b)) and x = 0.8 (panel (c)). The grey regions indicate the outside of the channel.

For very small values of the width ratio ǫ, corresponding to small bottleneck openings, the Brownian particles exhibit a perfect uniform distribution along the transverse
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direction at the middle of the cell (see panel (b) in Fig. 6.8). As we have observed in
Fig. 6.7, for increasing ǫ more number of particles gather at the center line of the cell
axis exhibiting a bump like feature (see panel (b) in Fig. 6.8). This feature is more pronounced as the width ratio ǫ increases. Like in Geometric scaling I, the distribution of
the particles is position dependent (see panel (a) and (c) in Fig. 6.8). At the beginning
of the cell particles exhibit a Gaussian like distribution for small values of the width
ratio ǫ, and as the value increases the distribution becomes flat.
In situation where the geometries with large width ratio, if the Brownian particles
enter a cell, from a neighboring one, particles are less deviated and exhibit a more
directed transport. But the behavior of the steady-state distribution, before the exit
of the cell, is quite different (see panel (c) in Fig. 6.8). For very small values of the
width ratio ǫ, system exhibits an uniform distribution and as ǫ value increases uniform
distribution breaks down. For rather high values of the width ratio ǫ the Brownian
particles exhibit a two-peak behavior in the distribution along the transverse direction
which is due to, at these moderate values of ǫ, particles get stuck at the channel walls at
the exit of the cell. Notice that, for ǫ = 1.0 (flat geometry) the system shows a perfect
uniform distribution along the transverse direction at any x− position along the cell.
Probability distribution along the channel direction
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Figure 6.9: Normalized steady-state probability distribution of the particles along the channel direction
P st (x) for different values of the width ratio ǫ, and at the scaling parameter f = 5.0. Here, the maximal
half-width wmax of the 2D channel is 2.02.

Fig. 6.9 shows the steady-state distribution of the Brownian particles along the channel
direction for different values of the width ratio ǫ. For small values of ǫ and at lower value
of the scaling parameter f , the system exhibits an uniform distribution of the particles
along the transverse direction. But, some portion of the particles gather at exit of the
cell (see Fig. 6.9). Increasing the value of the width ratio ǫ, particles tend to occupy the
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full region along the channel direction, instead of accumulating at one position. At this
stage particles obey more directed transport. At the moderate values of the width ratio
ǫ, by looking at Fig. 6.9, one can assume that system may exhibit an uniform distribution
in both transverse and channel direction, but it is not true. At this stage, particles not
completely occupy the extreme regions in transverse direction since, particles obey more
directed transport (see Fig. 6.7 lower panels). For very high values of the width ratio ǫ,
we can observe a flat distribution along the channel direction. A similar distribution we
can observe along the transverse direction as well.
We have analyzed the diffusion process in both Geometric scaling I and Geometric
scaling II so far, and we can draw some conclusions from the above observations. (i) The
distribution of the Brownian particles inside a cell is not the same at every position of x
along the channel direction, for any geometry irrespective of the Geometric scaling. (ii)
The failure of the one-dimensional description at large values of the scaling parameter f
in both Geometric scaling I and Geometric scaling II. (iii) An increase of validity regime
for the one-dimensional description as the maximal half-width of the channel decreases
in Geometric scaling I. (iv) Upon decreasing the bottleneck width, the applicability of
the one-dimensional description increase in Geometric scaling II. By taking into account
of these arguments we can construct the validity criteria for the one-dimensional kinetic
description, in terms of the maximal half-width wmax , the with ratio ǫ, and the scaling
parameter f by analyzing the characteristic time scales which characterize the diffusion
process in these confined systems.

6.3 Validity of the equilibrium assumption
The reduction of dimensionality done in the formulation of the one-dimensional kinetic
equation relies on the assumption of equilibration in the transverse direction. An estimate of the conditions under which equilibration occurs can be made by analyzing the
different time scales involved in the problem. For the sake of simplicity, let us focus on
the situation of a 2D channel, although the same discussion can readily be extended to
3D. One can formulate two different sets of criteria determining first, whether the onedimensional kinetic equation describes the relaxation towards the stationary state, say
in presence of periodic boundary conditions, or second, whether the stationary state, but
not necessarily the relaxation towards this state, can be described by the one-dimensional
kinetic equation.
Although we here are mainly interested in the second criterion which is sufficient
to guarantee the validity of the transport properties predicted by the one-dimensional
kinetic equation, we shortly formulate a stronger criterion which must be satisfied if
the one-dimensional kinetic equation is employed to determine the relaxation towards
equilibrium. Then, of course, the time scale of equilibration in transversal direction must
be short compared to the relevant time scales in longitudinal direction [27].
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6.3.1 Characteristic timescales
When the diffusion process takes place inside the system, there are different kinds of
characteristic time scales which should be considered. The characteristic time scales, for
a Brownian particle to diffuse inside the system depend on the space available, thermal
noise present in the system, and also depend on the external conditions like whether
there is any bias acting on the system or not. By keeping all these in mind, one can
identify three different characteristic time scales.
• The time scale τT can be estimated as the time it takes for the Brownian particle
to diffusively cover the transversal distance of the channel, and which depends on
the position x. It is given by
τT =

ω(x)2
.
2

(6.3)

As we have observed in Fig. 6.1 and Fig. 6.4 the distribution of the Brownian
particles is not the same at every position of x along the channel direction. If the
position x changes, the width of the cell changes, i.e., ω(x), and in turn τT changes.
• One time scale characterizing the longitudinal motion is the diffusion time τdL over
the length of a period, which reads in dimensionless variables
τdL =

1
.
2

(6.4)

• In the presence of an applied bias, the time τfL it takes to drag a particle over a
period length is given by
τfL =

1
,
f

(6.5)

With these characteristic times scales we can construct a validity criteria for the onedimensional kinetic description for both Geometric scaling I and Geometric scaling II.
In the absence of bias, f = 0, a perfect uniform distribution of the Brownian particles
along the transverse direction(s), the basic assumption, could be observed only when the
diffusion time for the Brownian particles to reach the channel walls (cover the full width
of the channel) is less than the diffusion time for the Brownian particles to travel the
distance of one period, i.e., τT /τdL ≪ 1. It can be achieved in rather smooth channels.
In the presence of an applied bias, acting along the length of the channel direction, a
necessary condition that the one-dimensional kinetic description reliably describes transient processes can be formulated when τT /τfL ≪ 1. Thus, a more general criteria for
the equilibrium condition reads
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ω(x)2 ≪ min(1/2, 1/f ) .

(6.6)

As already mentioned in the presence of periodic boundary conditions in the longitudinal
direction, the particle distribution described by the Fokker-Planck equation Eq. (3.8)
approaches a stationary distribution. Even in the case if the first criterion Eq. (6.6)
is violated, the stationary solution of the one-dimensional kinetic equation Eq. (3.20)
may still yield the correct marginal probability density, provided transversal cuts of the
two-dimensional stationary probability density are practically constant. Such a uniform
distribution in transversal direction strictly holds in the absence of externally imposed
concentration differences if the force f vanishes or if the channel is straight. For channels
with varying width the narrow positions confine the positions of particles. From there
they are dragged by the force and at the same time they perform a diffusive motion
until the channel narrows again. The required uniform distribution in the transversal
direction can only be achieved if the diffusional motion is fast enough in comparison to
the deterministic drift under the influence of f . In other words, the diffusional spreading
within the time the force drags the particle from the narrowest to the widest place in
the channel must be at least of the order of the widest channel width. This leads to the
second, criterion
ω(x)2 ≤

2
f

⇔

f≤

2
.
ω(x)2

(6.7)

Eq. (6.7) provides a quite stringent criterion that indicates when the one-dimensional
kinetic description is expected to be valid. Note also that, this is a local criterion.
There will be regions associated with drastic changes in the shape of the channel where
equilibration in the transverse direction is not feasible, whereas in other regions it is
fulfilled. The distribution of the Brownian particles along the transverse direction is not
the same at every position of x along the channel direction, see Fig. 6.1 and Fig. 6.4.
Therefore, it is then more convenient to work with a global criterion of validity rather
than with a local one. One way of getting that global condition is by averaging the
local criterion over the period of the channel, i.e., taking the average width along the
transverse direction over the channel period length, Eq. (6.7) results in
f≤

2
,
hω(x)2 i

(6.8)

where the average is defined as
2

hω(x) i =
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Z

0

1

ω(x)2 dx .

(6.9)
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For the geometric function
wmax
ω(x) =
(1 − ǫ)
2

½
¾
1+ǫ
sin(2πx) +
,
1−ǫ

(6.10)

the average value reads
hω(x)2 i =

2
(3ǫ2 + 2ǫ + 3)
wmax
.
8

(6.11)

Substituting the above equation in Eq. (6.8), the final global criterion reads
f≤

16
.
+ 2ǫ + 3)

2
wmax
(3ǫ2

(6.12)

Eq. (6.12) provides an estimate of the minimum forcing above which the onedimensional kinetic description is expected to fail in providing an accurate description
of the transport properties in the long time limit. The quantitative value of the critical
force depends on the level of the prescribed accuracy. The criterion demonstrates how
the validity of the equilibrium approximation depends on the relevant parameters of the
problem. In the following, we analyze the validity criterions for both Geometric scaling
I and Geometric scaling II.

6.3.2 Validity criterion for Geometric scaling I
Eq. (6.12) indicates that the critical scaling parameter fc scales asymptotically as
2 , for a fixed width ratio ǫ, i.e.,
1/wmax
fc ∝

1
2
wmax

.

(6.13)

In order to verify the criterion we have proposed, we extract the critical scaling parameter values by comparing the analytical results with the numerical results, for the
non-linear mobility, up to which the agreement is perfect within some relative error.
For an illustration see Fig. 6.10. Here, one can also consider the effective diffusion, the
second moment in x. For wmax = 2.02/2π, the agreement between the analytics and
numerical simulations is up to the scaling parameter value of ∼ 40, and for wmax = 2.02
it’s up to 10. Thus, as the maximal half-width decreases the critical scaling parameter value increases. Similarly, we can extract the critical scaling parameter values for
different maximal half-widths of the channel geometry.
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Figure 6.10: The critical scaling parameter values fc for different maximal half-widths wmax of the
channel (Geometric scaling I) by comparing the numerical simulations results with the analytically
predicted behaviors within a small relative error. Decreasing wmax leads to an increase in the critical
scaling parameter value.
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Figure 6.11: The dependence of the critical value of the scaling parameter fc on the maximal half-width
of the channel (Geometric scaling I) is depicted. For f < fc the relative error of the one-dimensional
2
kinetic description is less than 1%. The solid line is a 1/wmax
-fit of the critical scaling parameter values
obtained by comparison of the approximative analytic and the exact numerical results, see Fig. 6.10.
The inset depicts the behavior of fc as a function of wmax in a log plot.
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Fig. 6.11 shows the value of the critical scaling parameter, with a tolerance of 1%,
as a function of the maximal half-width. Each point in the graph corresponding to
the critical scaling parameter value for a particular smoothness of the geometry. The
critical value of the scaling parameter depends inverse quadratically on the smoothness,
as predicted by Eq. (6.12). For rough channels, i.e., for large values of wmax , the range
of validity of the one-dimensional description is small and it increases upon decreasing
the value of wmax .
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Figure 6.12: The validity diagram of the one-dimensional description for biased diffusion is obtained
upon a comparison between the precise numerics with the approximative analytic solution (see Eq. (4.7))
for Geometric scaling I. The dependence of the critical value of the scaling parameter on the maximal
half-width wmax is depicted for three different relative errors; 1%: solid line, 5%: dashed line and 10%:
dotted line. Below these limiting lines the analytic treatment agrees within the corresponding prescribed
relative error.

In Fig. 6.12 we illustrate, for the considered two-dimensional channel, the regions
where the one-dimensional kinetic description is accurate when compared with the simulations. We depict the dependence on the maximal half-width (wmax ) of the critical
scaling parameter, obtained by comparing numerical results with the analytic solution
for the non-linear mobility, for different required relative errors. The qualitative behavior of fc as a function of wmax is same for small relative error, but only the quantitative
behavior changes. This diagram shows the regions in parameter space in terms of f
and wmax for which an accurate solution is provided. Thus, it is possible to provide an
accurate result by using the analytic solution over a wide range of the scaled parameter
f and the maximal half-width wmax .

6.3.3 Validity criterion for Geometric scaling II
We have observed in the previous chapter that the applicability of the one-dimensional
kinetic description is very little for the rough channels. The validity criterion for Geometric scaling II, for a fixed maximal half-width wmax , reads,
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fc ∝

1
,
g(ǫ)

(6.14)

where g(ǫ) is a quadratic function of ǫ.
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Figure 6.13: The critical scaling parameter values fc for different width ratios ǫ of the channel (Geometric scaling II) by comparing the numerical simulations results with the analytically predicted behaviors
within a small relative error.

In order to verify the criterion we have proposed for Geometric scaling II, we extract
the critical scaling parameter values by comparing the analytical results with the numerical results, for the non-linear mobility, up to which the agreement to perfect within
some relative error, for an illustration see Fig. 6.13. For ǫ = 0.01, the agreement between
the analytics and numerical simulations is up to the scaling parameter value of ∼ 9, and
for ǫ = 0.025 it’s up to 6. Here, we can see that as the width ratio ǫ value increases
the critical scaling parameter value decreases. Thus, we can extract the critical scaling
parameter values for different value of the width ratio ǫ.
Fig. 6.14 shows the value of the critical scaling parameter, with a tolerance of 1%, as
a function of the width ratio ǫ. Each point in the graph corresponding to the critical
scaling parameter value for a particular value of ǫ. The critical value of the scaling
parameter depends as an inverse quadratic function of the width ratio ǫ, as predicted in
the Eq. (6.14). For small values of the width ratio ǫ, i.e., for small bottleneck openings,
the range of validity of the one-dimensional description is high, and it decreases upon
increasing the value of ǫ. Notice that, as the width ratio ǫ → 0, fc tends to reach a
constant value. If we imagine a closed system, an isolated single cell with some degree
of smoothness, for small values of scaling parameter f , the Brownian particles occupy
the full region along the transverse direction and system exhibits a perfect uniform
distribution, and the one-dimensional description holds nicely. This validity regime
continue up to some critical value of the scaling parameter fc , and then it may start
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Figure 6.14: The dependence of the critical value of the scaling parameter fc on the width ratio ǫ for
Geometric scaling II. For f < fc the relative error of the one-dimensional kinetic description is less than
1%. The solid line is g(ǫ) -fit of the critical values obtained by comparison of the approximative analytic
and the exact numerical results, see Fig. 6.13. Thereby g(ǫ) is a quadratic function in ǫ.
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Figure 6.15: The validity diagram of the one-dimensional description for biased diffusion is obtained
upon a comparison between the precise numerics with the approximative analytic solution (see Eq. (4.7))
for Geometric scaling II. The dependence of the critical value of the scaling parameter on the width ratio
ǫ is depicted for three different relative errors; 1%: solid line, 5%: dashed line and 10%: dotted line.
Below these limiting lines the analytic treatment agrees within the corresponding prescribed relative
error.
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to fail. This critical value depends on the maximal half-width of the channel. In the
present case we are considering wmax = 2.02, and the limiting value for fc is ≈ 10.5. On
further increase in wmax this constant value may increase.
Fig. 6.15 shows, the dependence of the maximal critical scaling parameter on the width
ratio ǫ, obtained by comparing numerical results with the analytic solution for the nonlinear mobility, for different required relative errors. The qualitative behavior of fc as a
function of the width ratio ǫ is same for small relative error, but only the quantitative
behavior changes. This diagram shows the regions in parameter space in terms of f and
ǫ for which an accurate solution is provided. Thus, it is possible to provide an accurate
result by using the analytic solution over a wide range of the scaled parameter f and
the width ratio ǫ.

6.4 Summary
In this chapter we have investigated the validity conditions under which the onedimensional kinetic description provides an accurate description of the biased diffusion
of the Brownian particles in both Geometric scaling I and Geometric scaling II. We
have investigated, numerically, the conditions for a fast equilibration in the transverse
direction which is vital for the accurateness of the one-dimensional kinetic description.
The presented results evidence the usefulness of the one-dimensional description with a
spatially dependent diffusion coefficient up to a moderate value of the scaling parameter. We have established the validity criteria, formulated in terms of the sinuosity of the
channel ω(x), as done in the unbiased case [20–22, 85], and on the scaling parameter that
causes forced diffusion. This scaling parameter compares the work done on a particle
travelling a channel period with the available thermal energy. Interestingly, the critical
value of this scaling parameter up to which the one-dimensional kinetic equation holds
for an arbitrary channel geometry, with an arbitrary maximal half-width and the ratio
of bottleneck width to the full width, reads
f≤

16
.
+ 2ǫ + 3)

2
wmax
(3ǫ2

This dependence follows from the analysis of the different time scales that rule the
biased, diffusive dynamics. We have analyzed this validity criteria, separately for Geometric scaling I and Geometric scaling II. For Geometric scaling I, for a constant width
ratio ǫ, the critical value of the scaling parameter up to which the one-dimensional kinetic equation holds depends inverse quadratically on the maximal half-with wmax . For
Geometric scaling II, with a constant maximal half-width, the critical scaling parameter
is an inverse quadratic function of the width ratio ǫ.
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With this work we have analyzed the transport characteristics in geometrically confined systems where entropic barriers play an important role. Practically, solving the
full problem for arbitrary boundary functions is quite difficult, and so far there have
been no corresponding analytical tools. Therefore, we have developed an approximative method based on the equlibriation assumption in order to reduce the complexity of
the problem. This essentially leads to an effective one-dimensional kinetic description
within a free energy landscape where the entropic contribution arises coming from the
geometric confinement. Reducing a higher dimensional system (3D or 2D) to an effective one-dimensional one, the geometrical confinement modifies the diffusion process
in the system, implying a spatially dependent diffusion coefficient. The reduced onedimensional kinetic description can be improved by including the spatially dependent
diffusion coefficient.
We have shown that transport phenomena in confined systems in the presence of
entropic barriers exhibit some features which are radically different from those we observe
in purely energetic systems [75–77, 79]. The effect of confinement can be recast in terms
of an entropic potential, and the dynamics of the system can be accurately described by
means of the one-dimensional kinetic equation. If the entropic nature is more dominant,
we observe a different temperature dependence [26–28] which is not present in purely
energetic systems. The average particle current decreases upon increasing the strength
of thermal noise [26], contrary to the behavior that usually found in purely energetic
systems.
Similar to purely energetic systems, we observed an enhancement in the effective
diffusion coefficient whose maximum always exceeds the bulk diffusion constant [26–
28, 60, 91–95]. In tilted energetic potentials, near the critical tilt (or critical bias), there
is an enhancement in the effective diffusion coefficient, whereas below this critical tilt
the effective diffusion is lower than the bulk diffusion constant [83]. Values of diffusion
coefficient in excess of the bulk being consistent with the phenomenon of diffusion enhancement predicted by our model have been reported in Ref.[60] by means of molecular
dynamic studies of n− pentane and isopentane in one-dimensional channels of AIP04 -5,
as well as in Ref.[91–95]. Related to our observation that the effective diffusion coeffi-
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cient decreases with temperature in certain temperature ranges, a similar effect has been
reported concerning the self-diffusion of ethane molecules in Linde type A zeolites [58].
Furthermore, the existence of an optimal value of the diffusion as a function of temperature has been watched [59] by molecular dynamics simulations on the self-diffusion of
ethane, methane and propane molecules in LTA and LTL type zeolites.
Our model thus describes all above mentioned phenomena and shows that they are
not specific for a particular zeolite structure but rather arise from the entropic nature
of transport. The particle current and the effective diffusion coefficient are controlled
by a single parameter f := F L/kB T that measures the ratio of external work applied to
the particle and thermal energy, which is one of the major result of this work. In purely
energetic systems, applied bias F and temperature T are independent parameters and
cannot be coupled in this fashion.
The applicability of the equilibrium assumption depends on the degree of confinement
of the geometric structure. If the roughness of the channel is not extremely distinct,
i.e., rather smooth, the one-dimensional kinetic description provides a very good approximation to the transport for values of the external work of some tens of kB T ’s.
In fact, which is the range of energy relevant to most transport processes in biological systems [44, 49, 50, 56]. The diffusion process varies upon changing the bottleneck
opening of the confined geometry. One could observe a similar effect in the case of DNA
translocation through solid nanopore [44, 49, 56]. There is a critical bottleneck opening related to a maximum effective diffusion coefficient. This feature is more visible in
highly confined geometries. Brownian particles, at moderate values of scaling parameter, get stuck at the exit of the channel before they can transfer to the neighbored one,
a similar feature can also be observed in translocation of DNA molecules or individual
species through nanopores, where the former molecules sojourn in front of the bottleneck
openings [44, 49, 56].
Since we are using an approximative method to analyze the transport characteristics
of the system, we also need to discuss it’s limitations. We have established general criteria for the applicability of the one-dimensional kinetic description by analyzing the
characteristic time scales [27, 28] that rule the dynamics in terms of the sinuosity of the
channel, and the scaling parameter f that causes the forced diffusion [27, 28]. Recently,
there have been some new proposals emerging [96–98] to explain the transport characteristics in periodic confined systems in the presence of an applied bias with the use of
the Macro-transport theory [92, 99].
Our one-dimensional kinetic description can be applied in a wide variety of situations,
such as biological transport through ion channels and membrane or synthetic pores,
or the portage in molecular sieves, where entropic effects play a very important role.
The scaling in f thus opens up the possibility of tuning and controlling the efficiency
of transport in confined systems by a proper combination of temperature and applied
bias. In situations where temperature can only be varied in a very limited range, like
in biological systems, the existence of scaling implies that the same regime of transport
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may be accomplished by the variation of an external force.
Incidentally, our one-dimensional kinetic description for calculating the transport characteristics in periodic symmetric and asymmetric channels (ratchet systems) has already
been applied in several investigations [15, 61, 100–107]. In particular, our kinetic description could be applied to the translocation of ionic species through nanopores [15].
Moreover, applying our kinetic description in asymmetric channels and replacing the
constant applied bias with a fluctuating one or an additional noise source to the system,
one can observe a finite current [62, 105–107]. In these systems, the adaptability of
the one-dimensional kinetic description can vary upon the direction of the external bias
[108].
After having gained all this knowledge by analyzing the diffusion process in confined
systems, it would be interesting in addition to this to observe all the characteristic
features which are known in purely energetic systems in entropically dominant situations.
In particular, the influence of entropic barriers on resonance property calls for further
investigation.
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A
Reduction of dimensionality
We present in this appendix some mathematical details of the equilibrium assumption
along the transverse direction(s) of a confined structure, as it’s shown in Fig.A.1. This
allows to reduce the complexity of the dynamics and leads to an effective one-dimensional
kinetic equation which describes the dynamics of the full system [20, 22, 26].

wu (x)
y
wl (x)
x
Figure A.1: A two-dimensional geometry which is confined between the lower boundary wl (x) and
upper boundary wu (x). The Brownian particles explore the available space within these boundaries. An
assumption of uniform distribution of the Brownian particles along the transverse direction(s), leads to
a reduction of dimensionality, results in obtaining an effective one-dimensional kinetic equation with an
entropic contribution which is arising from the boundary functions.

As we have described in Fig. A.1, the marginal probability distribution of the Brownian
particles at a position x, at a given time t, along the length of the geometry is nothing
but the integration of the total probability density along the transverse direction(s) at
that position of x. The expression reads

P (x, t) =

Z

P (x, y, z, t) dy dz .

(A.1)

Now, consider the Smoluchowski equation in the absence of an applied bias, i.e. F = 0,
which is
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∂
P (~x, t) = L P (~x, t) ,
∂t

(A.2)

where P (~x, t) is probability distribution of the Brownian particles. The operator L has
the form
~ D e−U (~x) ∇
~ eU (~x) ,
L=∇

(A.3)

where D is diffusion coefficient and U (~x) is dimensionless potential function (scaled with
kB T ).
By using Eq. (A.1), Eq. (A.2) can be written as
∂
P (x, t) =
∂t

Z

L P (x, y, z, t) dy dz .

(A.4)

Define A(x), a thermodynamic potential, which takes care of the boundary conditions by confining the particles with in the geometric structure, neglecting the irrelevant
constants it reads

−A(x)

e

=

Z

e−U (x,y,z) dy dz .

(A.5)

Under the equilibrium conditions along the transverse direction(s), i.e. the probability
distribution of the Brownian particles along the transverse direction(s) can be written as
the Boltzamnnn distribution, we can define a conditional local distribution, at a given
x, which will have the form [20]
ρ(y, z; x) = e−U (x,y,z) eA(x)

(A.6)

where ρ(y, z; x) is normalized. The total probability distribution P (x, y, z, t) can be
expressed in terms of the conditional probability ρ(y, z; x), which reads [20]
P (x, y, z, t) ∼
= P (x, t) ρ(y, z; x) .

(A.7)

This is our main assumption of equlibriation along the transverse direction(s). After
using the above assumptions, Eq. (A.4) modifies into [20, 22, 26]
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∂
∂
∂
P (x, t) =
D e−A(x) eA(x) P (x, t) ,
∂t
∂x
∂x

(A.8)

gives the approximative reduced one-dimensional (1D) kinetic equation with a free energy
term A(x) containing an entropic contribution coming from the boundary functions. A
more general form of the free energy function reads
A(x) = − ln h(x) ,

(A.9)

where h(x) = πω(x)2 , the cross sectional area of the geometry, when we reduce a 3D
system to 1D, and h(x) = 2∆ω(x), the width of the geometry, from a 2D system to 1D.
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B
Mean First Passage Time approach
We present in this appendix the details about the moments of the first passage time to
calculate the transport quantities, the average particle current and the effective diffusion
coefficient.
We start with the reduced one-dimensional kinetic equation, Eq. (3.20)
∂P (x, t)
= L P (x, t) ,
∂t
where L is the Fokker-Plank operator will have the form
¾
½
∂
∂ A(x)
L=
e
.
D(x) e−A(x)
∂x
∂x
The corresponding backward Smoluchowski operator has the form
½
¾
−A(x) ∂
+
A(x) ∂
D(x) e
L =e
∂x
∂x

(B.1)

(B.2)

(B.3)

Then, for our reduced one-dimensional description, the moments of the first passage
time, for a particle starting out at an arbitrary position xa and reaching at an arbitrary
position xb , expressed in a closed analytical recursion (Ref.[75] and further references
there in)
L+ Tn = −nTn−1 ,

(B.4)

where Tn with n = 1, 2, 3, ..., n ∈ Z, are the moments of the first passage time with
T0 = 1.
Now, we calculate the first moment of the first passage times L+ T1 = −1, i.e. for
n = 1,
½
¾
A(x) ∂
−A(x) ∂
e
D(x) e
T1 = −1
(B.5)
∂x
∂x
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∂
∂x

½
¾
−A(x) ∂
D(x) e
T1 = −e−A(x) .
∂x

(B.6)

Integrating on both sides we get
∂
T1 = −
∂x

D(x) e−A(x)

x

Z

e−A(z) dz + K1 ,

(B.7)

c

where c is an arbitrary point with in the domain, and K1 is a constant. Now, we
have to determine the constant K1 by imposition absorbing boundary conditions, i.e
T1 ′ (x → −∞) → 0
K1 =

−∞

Z

e−A(z) dz

(B.8)

c

substituting back in Eq. (B.7) we get
∂
eA(x)
T1 =
∂x
D(x)

½ Z
−

x

−A(z)

e

dz +

Z

−∞
−A(z)

e

c

c

dz

¾

(B.9)

summing up the integrals leads to
∂
eA(x)
T1 = −
∂x
D(x)

Z

x

e−A(z) dz .

(B.10)

−∞

Now, again integrating on both side to calculate T1 we get
T1 = −

x

Z

c

eA(y)
dy
D(y)

Z

y

e−A(z) dz + K2 ,

(B.11)

−∞

where K2 is constant. Again, we impose boundary conditions to calculate the constant
K2 . Since T1 (x + 1) = 0
−

Z

x+1
c

eA(y)
dy
D(y)

Z

y

e−A(z) dz + K2 = 0

(B.12)

−∞

which gives
K2 =

Z

c
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x+1

eA(y)
dy
D(y)

Z

y

−∞

e−A(z) dz ,

(B.13)

by substituting K2 back into the Eq. (B.11) and summing the integrals we get
T1 (x → x + 1) =

Z

x+1

x

eA(y)
dy
D(y)

y

Z

e−A(z) dz

(B.14)

−∞

The final equation for the first moment of the first passage time, from a fixed point
x0 to x0 + 1, reads
T1 (x0 → x0 + 1) =

Z

x0 +1

eA(x)
dx
D(x)

x0

Z

x

e−A(y) dy .

(B.15)

−∞

For simplification we define
T1 (x0 → x0 + 1) =

Z

x0 +1

˜ dx ,
I(x)

(B.16)

x0

where the quantity
eA(x)
˜
I(x)
:=
D(x)

Z

x

e−A(y) dy .

(B.17)

−∞

Notice that, since A(x) and D(x) are periodic functions, i.e. A(x + 1) = A(x) + f and
˜ + 1) = I(x).
˜
D(x + 1) = D(x), I(x
Then, the average particle current is given by the
ratio of distance, in the present case the distance is the period length which is equal to
1, and mean time the particle needs to overcome the distance

hẋi =

1
.
T1 (x0 → x0 + 1)

(B.18)

Now, we calculate the effective diffusion coefficient which is defined as

Deff =

∆T2 (x0 → x0 + 1)
.
2 [T1 (x0 → x0 + 1)]3

(B.19)

In order to calculate the effective diffusion coefficient we need to know dispersion ∆T2
of the second moment of the first passage time, T2 . Therefore we consider the recursion
relation, Eq. (B.4), and the explicit form is given by [75–77]
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Z

Tn (x0 → x0 + 1) = n

x0 +1
x0

eA(x)
dx
D(x)

Z

x
−∞

e−A(y) dy · Tn−1 (y → x0 + 1) .

(B.20)

The second moment of the first passage time, i.e. for n = 2, reads

T2 (x0 → x0 + 1) = 2
=2

x0 +1

Z

x0
Z x0 +1
x0

eA(x)
dx
D(x)
eA(x)
dx
D(x)

x

Z

−∞
Z x

e−A(y) dy · T1 (y → x0 + 1)
−A(y)

e

dy

−∞

Z

x0 +1

(B.21)

˜ dz ,
I(z)

(B.22)

y

where in the last step we inserted the expression for T1 . Rewrite the above equation by
splitting the intervals, we get

T2 (x0 → x0 + 1) = 2

Z

x0 +1

x0

eA(x)
dx
D(x)

Z

x

e−A(y) dy

−∞

×

T2 (x0 → x0 + 1) = 2

Z

x0 +1

x0

eA(x)
dx
D(x)

Z

µZ

x

˜ dz +
I(z)

y

x

−A(y)

e

dy

Z

Z

x

x0 +1

˜ dz
I(z)

x

y

−∞

= 2 [T1 (x0 → x0 + 1)] − 2

Z

x0 +1

˜ dx
I(x)

x0

Z

x

(B.26)

˜ .
dz I(z)

x0

:= 2 [T1 (x0 → 1)]2 − Re

(B.27)

x0

Switch the integrals in the second part of the above equation, we get
Z x0 +1
Z x0 +1
2
˜
˜ dx
Re := 2 [T1 (x0 → 1)] − 2
I(z)dz
I(x)
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(B.25)

x

2

:= [T1 (x0 → 1)]2 .

(B.23)

˜ dz + Re , (B.24)
I(z)

where the residue Re reads
Z x
Z x0 +1
Z x0 +1 A(x)
e
−A(y)
˜ dz
dx
e
dy
I(z)
Re = 2
D(x)
−∞
x
x0
Z x0 +1
Z x0 +1
˜
˜
dz I(z)
=2
dx I(x)
x0

¶

(B.28)

z

(B.29)
(B.30)

Substitute Re back in Eq. (B.24) and rearrange the terms, we get
Z

T2 (x0 → x0 + 1) − Re = 2

x0 +1

x0

eA(x)
dx
D(x)

x

Z

−A(y)

e

dy

Z

x

˜ dz .
I(z)

(B.31)

y

−∞

Then, the first passage time dispersion reads

∆T2 (x0 → x0 + 1) = 2

Z

x0 +1

x0

eA(x)
dx
D(x)

Z

x

e−A(y) dy

x

Z

˜ dz .
I(z)

(B.32)

y

−∞

Again, switch the integral in the above equation, but now the integration range is
different. The final expression reads
Z z
Z x
Z x
Z x
−A(y)
˜ .
˜
e−A(y) dy I(z)
(B.33)
dz
dz I(z) =
e
dy
y

−∞

−∞

−∞

Substitute the above expression back into the Eq. (B.32), the resultant equation reads

∆T2 (x0 → x0 + 1) = 2
=2
=2

x0 +1

Z

x0
Z x0 +1

x0
Z x0 +1
x0

eA(x)
dx
D(x)
eA(x)
dx
D(x)
eA(x)
dx
D(x)

Z

x

dz

−∞
Z x
−∞
Z x
−∞

Z

z

˜
e−A(y) dy I(z)

−∞
D(z) eA(z)

eA(z) D(z)

dz

Z

z

˜
e−A(y) dy I(z)

(B.34)
(B.35)

−∞

i2
h
˜
.
D(z) e−A(z) dz I(z)

(B.36)

Since, A(z) and D(z) are periodic functions, we can further simplify the above expression with the use of a geometrical expansion, which is
Z

x
−∞

e−A(z) dz =

∞ Z
X

m=0

y

e−A(z) e−f m dz

(B.37)

y−1

1
=
1 − e−f

Z

y

e−A(z) dz .

(B.38)

y−1

˜
After using the geometric expansion the expression I(z)
simplifies into
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A(z)
˜ = e
I(z)
D(z)

Z

z

e−A(z̃) dz̃

−∞
eA(z)

1
=
1 − e−f D(z)
1
=
I(z) ,
1 − e−f

Z

z

(B.39)

e−A(z̃) dz̃

(B.40)

z−1

(B.41)

where
eA(z)
I(z) =
D(z)

Z

z

e−A(z̃) dz̃ .

(B.42)

z−1

With the use of above geometrical expansion and Eq. (B.42), Eq. (B.34) can be simplified in to the form

∆T2 (x0 → x0 + 1) =

2
[1 −

3
e−f ]

x0 +1

Z

dx

x0

Z

x
x−1

D(z) A(x)−A(z)
e
dz [I(z)]2 .
D(x)

(B.43)

Then, the final expression for the effective diffusion coefficient, Eq. (B.19), in term of
moments of the first passage time reads

Deff =

Z

x0 +1

x0

dx

x

D(z) [A(x)−A(z)]
e
dz [I(z)]2
D(x)
x−1
.
¸3
·Z x0 +1
dx I(x)

Z

(B.44)

x0

The simplified form of the average particle current in terms of the first moment of the
first passage time reads

hẋi = Z
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1 − e−f

x0 +1

I(x)dx
x0

.

(B.45)
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